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Does the 1997Quadrennial 
Defense Review (QDR) 

Adequately Address 
Third Wave Logistics? 

S. M .  F E N S T E R M A C H E R  

T h e  W a v e  T h e o r y  
Alvin and Heidi Toffier developed a thesis that the 
transformation of  war can be studied in the same conceptual 
framework as the transformation of  economics and sociology 
("the way we make war reflects the way we make wealth.") 1 They 
tied their theory of  war to their earlier social theory regarding the 
transition of  civilization through major "waves" or "cycles" of  
societal structure. Their earlier theory argued that "the 
agricultural revolution of  10,000 ycars ago launched the first 
wave of  transformatory change in human history; that the 
industrial revolution of 300 years ago triggered a second wave of 
change; and that we, today, are feeling the impact of  a third wave 
of  change. ''2 Each wave brings a new kind of  civilization and new 
measures of  success. 

Lieutenant Colonel S. A4. Fenstermacher, US)I/IC, shared fir~t place in the 1998 
Chairman q~ the Joint Chiefs of Staff Strategy Essay Competition with this e~try, 
written while attending the 21/larine Corps War Col~rce. 
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Wave W a r  
According to the Toffiers' wave theory, "agriculture became the 
womb of war" and generated the first great wave of societal 
change. They argue that although pre-agricultural societ3, was 
violent, its conflicts did not possess the characteristics of  true 
warfare (i.e., "clashes between organized states.") Thc food 
surplus generated from agriculture contributed to development 
of the state and provided both a reason and a means for warfare. 
The general character of resulting wars w,xs shaped by the 
agricultural socieq~s technology , organization, communication, 
administration, and reward structure. For example, the timing of 
First Wave wars coincided with seasonal farming requirements. 
Like farm tools, weapons were generally not standard. Combat 
was face to face, military, organization was poor, communication 
was primitive, and orders were usually oral. Soldiers were paid 
with food or land. With few exceptions, First Wave warfare was 
a reflection of the First Wave economic engine: agriculture. 

Second Wave W a r  
The Tofflers then hypothesized that the industrial revolution 
launched the Second Wave of historical change. The 
characteristics of Second Wave socieq, includc mass production, 
mass consumption, mass education, and mass media, all linked 
together and served by specialized institutions and improved 
ne~,or'ks of transportation and communicaFion. A key goal in a 
Second Wave society, is to achieve economies of scale. Second 
Wave military structures mirror Second Wave society with huge 
military industrial complexes, mass armies, and standardization 
of equipment, training, organization, and doctrine. A key goal 
for Second Wave military development is the continual increase 
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in range, speed, and lethaliv of weapon systems. Indeed, Second 
Wave warfare is characterized by mass destruction. 

Third Wave War 
Third Wave social characteristics include knowledge as the central 
resource, de-massification (specialization) of production, markets 
and work units, increased skill requirements, constant innovation, 
systems integration, and acceleration of operations. A key goal 
of a Third Wave socieD~ (which is information based) is to 
achieve economies of speed. Third Wave military structure will 
become smaller with fewer organizational layers, more 
decentralized decisionmaking, and weapons based on information 
instead of volume of fn'epower. 3 Because modern technolo~ has 
pushed the Second Wave elements of military development 
(range, speed, and lethally) to their outer limits, 4 the emerging 
integration of technologies is creating new ways to apply and 
measure military power and effectiveness. The Third Wave goal 
for military power is to achieve increasingly finer precision and 
greater selectivitTS--maximizing military effectiveness by 
knowing precisely what, when, and where the "threat" is located 
and then reacting with the precisely appropriate response to 
achieve the exact desired results. 

The Challenge 
A key challenge for todays military leadership is to recognize and 
cope with the wave transition. U.S. military leaders must 
understand that the emergence of the Third Wave is causing a 
collision of wave fronts; this collision by itself will create 
conflict. 6 For example, social tensions can increase as industrial 
work forces finds themselves unemployed and ill prepared for 
new high-technology jobs. Misinterpretation of the cause of 
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tension or failure to provide adequate solutions can result in 
conflict. U.S. military leaders must ,also understand that the 
world will have different sectors functioning at all three levels of 
cixdlization simultaneously. The leadership must act quickly to 
prepare the U.S. military to compete in this "tri-sected" world. 
While the First Wave took thousands of years to play itself out 
and the Second Wave peaked in 300 years, Alvin Toffler suggests 
that "it is likely that the Third Wave will sweep across history and 
complete itself in a few decades. "7 In coping with the Third 
Wave transition, numerous aspects of operational doctrine, 
organization, training, equipment, and force structure will have 
to change in harmony with one another. Failure to synchronize 
improvements in thcse areas will cause operational inefficiency 
and will prcvent full exploitation of potential capabilities. One 
of the areas requiring synchronization that will experience the 
greatest change will be logistics. 

Logis t ics  Imp l i ca t i ons  o f  the  W a v e  T h e o r y  
The Third Wave is redefining every aspect of socie~. The 
defense establishment must recognize the impact the new 
emdronment will have on logistics, in order to support emerging 
Third Wave capabilities fully; military success in the Information 
Age will depend on this. Third Wave logistics will be driven by 
improvements in information, conununications, and 
transportation and will be characterized by integration, 
specialization, consolidation, reduction, mobiliq7 and agility. As 
with ,all aspects of the Information Age, the starting point for 
logistics implications is information. 

The foua~dations of the Third Wave military environment are 
information and knowledge, which in this context are based 
primarily on the integration of multiple highly sophisticated or 
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emerging technologies. Integration of technologies and 
databases should improve data accuracy and asset visibiliv and 
may allow consolidation of manpower tasks. However, these 
technology integrations also complicate manning requirements. 
Logistics force structure specialists will discover or demand 
manpower efficiencies and will be tempted to consolidate tasks 
and subsequently cut structure. They must balance these 
opportunities against the dangers that will result from 
overdilution of the technical skills of individual Third Wave 
logisticians. Consequently, Third Wave logistics force structure 
specialists must accommodate three competing challenges: the 
specialization required by new systems and missions; the 
generalization allowed by simplification and consolidation of old 
tasks; and the depth and flexibility required to react to First, 
Second and Third Wave crises. In addition to looking inside the 
logistics community, Third Wave force structure specialists must 
also consider the ratio of logisticians to other warriors. 

Just as Third Wave economies produce a shift in the labor 
ratio from "direct labor" to "indirect labor," Third Wave military 
organizations will see a shift in the "tooth" (support structure) to 
"tail" (combat power) ratio. ~ By increasing support teams 
(including logisticians and "information warriors"), the 
effectiveness of the gunfighters will be improved and thus the 
number of "trigger pullers" will be reduced. The concern should 
not be the ratio but rather should be the ultimate military 
effectiveness of the force. A smaller ibrce can be better because 
it carries less friction and is likely to be more flexible. 9 

Improvements in information will affect Third Wave logistics 
in ways other than force structure. Better information allows 
more precise force packages to be developed to respond to 
threats; better information and more precise munitions may 
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allow fewer weapons to achieve desired results; fewer forces and 
weapons require less transportation and support; and reduced 
transportation and support infrastructure decreases the rear 
echelon force vulnerability by creating a smaller target, thereby 
freeing security forces for combat missions. 1° Furthermore, by 
having enough information about the threat to know what to 
leave behind, support stockpiling can be reduced, n 

Information is kcy to the Third Wave, but several other Third 
Wave improvements will help reduce stockpiles and liberate the 
military~ from its Second Wave dependence on forward bases, pre- 
positioned supplies, and a gigantic logistics tail. Improvements 
in the speed and reliability of transportation and communication 
will allow supplies to be reduced and held outside of areas of 
operation; improvements in the visibility of inventory on hand, 
in transit, or available from the source will allow stocks to be 
ordered as required without the need for cxpensive safety levels; 
and exploitation of technology, that allows objects to be built 
according to specifications transmitted from sites thousands of 
miles away will allow further reductions in pre-positioned stocks. 
All these factors will encourage decentralization of logistics 
control and will reduce the need for permanent foreign bases or 
supply depots.~2 

Third Wave changes will also affect infrastructure on the 
home front. Current contingency planning is based on 
assumptions that future conflicts will be short and "come as you 
are" operations. A review of military history reveals that we 
cannot always count on the expected "short war." Alan 
Gropman, who examined America's mobilization success in 
World War 1I, suggested that planning to mobilizz the tools of 
war is essential: 
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This analysis certainly does not call for resurrecting smoke 
stacks. If the next war is to be a "Third Wave" war, however, 
then attention must be paid to ensuring that "Third Wave" 
industries can be mobilized to support the combat effort, is 

Third Wave logistics wiU require agile infrastructure capable of  
supporting rapid mobilization and rapidly changing demands. It 
will also require changes in the national industrial infrastructure, 
because national power will be derived from access to 
information instead of  access to natural resources and plant 
investment~ which are both Second Wave power sources) 4 Third 
Wave logistics will also drive the disappearance of  most special- 
purpose military technology companies or cause them to fuse 
with nonmilitary commercial organizations. ~s During the 
transition, the challenge will be to bridge the gap between 
commercial capabilities and military requirements to perfect 
integration technologies and procedures. *~ 

A vuhlerability of the Tlfird Wave environment is our reliance 
on information and numerous satellite and communications 
networks. Air Force ~isionaries acknowledge that "the domain 
of  conflict is moving from earth into space and even into 
cyberspace. ''~7 Deputy U.S. Attorney General Jamie Gorelick 
told a Senate subcommittee in 1996 that the possibilit 3, of  ",an 
electronic Pearl Harbor"  is a real danger for the United States. 18 
Logistics information systems must be designed for surx4vability 
against this threat. 

Third Wave logistics must  also be able to support  
simultaneous multilevel operations throughout  the spectrum of  
conflict. The need for this capability has t-wo sources: 

• It  may be required because the United States could have 
multiple enemies with each functioning at a different level of  
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civilization and each requiring a different level of  military 
response. The Tofflers provide an examplc of  a Third Wave 
response to a Second Wave enemy: 

In the Gulf War two military modes, Second Wave and 
Third Wave, were employed. The Iraqi forces, especially 
after most of  their radar and surveillance were excised, were 
a conventional "military machine." Machines are the brute 
technologs.: of  the Second Wave era, powerfiil but stupid. 
By contrast, the allied force was not a machine, but a system 
with far greater internal feedback, commlmication, and self- 
regulator), adjustment capabilit?,. It was, in fact, in part at 
least, a Third Wave "thinking system. ''19 

In the Gulf War, the United States was fortunate to be able 
to focus its military energy on a single Second Wave force in 
a single theater. Future conflicts will likely be against 
multiple enemies in different theaters. Furthermore, because 
those enemies will improve their military capabilities at 
different speeds, the enemy forces in the different theaters will 
likely be operating at different levels. For exainple, an enemy 
in one theater could be a Third Wave force while the enemy 
in a different theater could be a Second (or First) Wave force. 
The United States must be capable of  coping operationally 
and logistically with all enemies at all levels at the same time. 
• The abilit 3, to support simultaneous multilevel operations 
may be required because of  asymmetric advancement of  
emerging technologies. If  multiple interrelated logistics or 
operational Third Wave technologies develop at different 
paces, parallel support  wilFbe required. For example, if 
technologies improve maneuver speed without improxdng fuel 
efficiency or without finding alternative power sources, the 
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resultant wider maneuver capability will require more bulk 
fuel and a massive global logistics support infrastructure. 2° In 
another example, if digital communications capabilities are 
fielded to augment rather than replace radio systems, technical 
and logistics support to field units will increase. 2x 
Consequently, logistics must be capable of sustaining both 
emerging and legacy weapon and support systems. These are 
complex conditions that will require highly trained people 
and flexible organizations as well as adaptive policies and 
procedures. 

As outlined above, being swept up in the Third Wave has a 
number of logistics implications. It complicates force structure 
considerations, affects traditional tooth-to-tail calculations, allows 
stock reductions and decentralization of logistics control, and 
reduces the need for pre-positioned supplies and equipment. At 
the same time, it requires new emphasis on mobilization 
planning for a new set of industries, a shift in the national 
industrial infrastructure, and a fusion of military and commercial 
technology enterprises. Furthermore, Information Age logistics 
is complicated by several major challenges. First, Third Wave 
military reliance on information is both a strength and a 
weakness. Additionally, a Third Wave global military power 
must be able to operate in First, Second, and Third Wave 
environments simultaneously because of the multiplici~ of its 
enemies and the asymmetry of its own technologies and systems. 

Having outlined the logistics implications we can expect as 
we move farther into the Information Age, we must next 
determine if the 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 
adequately addressed those implications in its plans for future 
defense programs. 
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H o w  the Q D R  Sees the Future of  Logistics 
Although there is some overlap between the concepts, the Q D R  
addresses logistics in five broad conceptual categories: focused 
logistics, strategic mobility, the revolution in business affairs 
(RBA), tooth-to-tail ratio, and the Army National Guard 
Division Redesign Program. Additionally, the Q D R  indirectly 
addresses elements of  two Third Wave logistics concepts: 
simultaneous multilevel operations and mobilization of  Third 
Wave industry. 

Focused Logistics 
One of  the key elements of  logistics in the Q D R  is the concept 
of  "focused logistics," which originated as one of four new 
operational concepts described in Joint Vision 2010, the plan 
established by the Chairman of  the Joint Chiefs of  Staff (CJCS) 
for future military operations. Joint Vision 2010 is designed to 
exploit technologies emerging in the information revolution 
which is creating a revolution in military affairs (RMA). Focused 
logistics is defined as: 

the fusion of information, logistics, and transportation 
tcchnolo#es to provide rapid crisis response, to track and shift 
assets even while en route, and to deliver tailorext logistics 
packages and sustaimnent directly at the strategic, operational, 
and tactical level of operations. 22 

The QDR does little more than restate the concept of  focused 
logistics as described in the joint vision, stating that it "will 
reduce tim overall size of  logistics support while helping to 
provide more agile, leaner combat forces that can be rapidly 
deployed and sustained around the globe." The Q D R  also lists 
a few examples of joint and service information systems undcr 
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development that %hould continue to result in more responsive 
logistics at lower cost. "'23 The reason the QDR frequently defers 
to the details of the focused logistics initiative is that, like many 
of the concepts discussed in the QDR, focused logistics is a well- 
defined program with ties into many sources including the Joint 
Warfighting Capabilities ,~sessment (JWCA), the Joint Monthly 
Readiness Review (JMRR), the National Milita_D/ Strategy. 
(NMS), the Joint Strate~ 7 Review (JSR), service vision 
statements, ,and strategic logistics plans of the Commanders in 
Chief, the services, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
( O S D ) .  24 These ties ensure a broad basc of knowlcdgc and 
support and ensure integration of the concepts with the e.-dsting 
proc¢sses of strateg3, , planning, programming, budgeting, 
acquisition and re,dew. 

Strategic Mobility 
The second clement of logistics that received emphasis in the 
QDR is the area of strategic mobiliq'. Although strategic 
mobility is a subelement of focused logistics, it was addressed 
separately in the QDR. The Defense Strategy section of the 
QDR lists a robust and effective strategic lift capabili~ as a 
critical enabler for worldwide application of U.S. military power. 
Preconditions to such a capability include appropriate ships and 
aircraft, sufficient domestic and en route support infrastructure, 
strategically pre-positioned supplies and equipment, total asset 
visibilJ~,, and access to air and sea lines of communication. 25 An 
example of the criticality of this capabiliq, is evident, although 
not specifically addressed, in the QDR discussion of the need for 
"swing" capabilities in the event of two nearly simultaneous 
major theater wars (MTWs). Under those circumstances, certain 
low-density, specialized, highqeverage units or unique assets 
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would have to "swing" or redeploy bet~veen theaters. 26 The 
success of that redeployment would depend on the effectiveness 
of our strategic lift capability. In support of such a capabiliq,, the 
Q D R  reaffirmed DOD's baseline requirements for intertheatcr 
mobilig,, as outlined in the 1995 Mobiliq, Requirements Study 
Bottom-Up Rex~ew Update, which included requirements for 50 
million airlift ton-miles per day, 10 million square feet of surge 
sealift, as well a~s afloat and land-based pre-positioning programs. 

Revolution in Business Affairs 
A third key element of logistics in the QDR is the concept of the 
revolution in business affairs (RBA), which is focused on 
reengineering DOD infrastructure and business practices. 27 The 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that RBA is a 
precondition for realizing the full benefits of RMA. 2s Expected 
RBA results are numerous: shortened cycle times, enhanced 
program stability, increased efficiencies, assured management 
focus on core competencies, and increased avkilabilig~ of 
resources for high-priori~ programs. 

Tooth-to-Tail Ratio 
The fourth and most disappointing re~.xirring logistics theme in 
the QDR is that of tooth-to-tail ratio. The Secretar~s message 
suggests that the QDR has chosen a path that reallocates 
r~ources and priorities that will trim current forces primarily in 
the "tail" and modestly in the "tooth. "29 The Defense Strategy 
section notes the need to shrink DOD support infrastructure 
while the Forces and Manpower section states that the QDR's 
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aim in taking maalpower reductions is to preserve the critical 
combat capabilities of our nfilitary forces----"the tooth"--while 
reducing infrasta-ucture and support activities--"the 
tail"--whenever prudent and possible." Finally, The 
Chairman's conmlents include the statement that "the most 
prudent solution to fulfrUing all three parts of the [national 
security] strategy is to "preserve the teeth by cutting the tail. "a° 

Atwry National Guard Division Redesign Program 
The final area of  logistics that received specific attention (albeit 
minor attention) in the Q D R  is the Army National Guard 
Division Redesign Program. Analysis of  Arm), support  
requirements for ~vo MTWs revealed a deficiency, in combat 
support /combat  service support  (CS/CSS) capabilities. To fill 
the gap, the Army plans to convert 12 National Guard brigades 
from combat units to CS/CSS units. The Q D R  not only 
validated this plan but also accelerated its execution timeline, s~ 

Capability to Support Simultaneous, Multilevel 
Operations 
This idea was not addressed specifically as a logistics issue; 
nevertheless, elements of  this concept are present within the 
overall balanced approach of  the Q D R .  The Q D R  examined 
three alternative paths for achieving the goals of  the defense 
strategy. One path focused more heavily on near-term security 
issues, one more heavily on long-term security issues, and a third 
on a combination of  near- and long-term security issues. 
Realizing that U.S. interests and responsibilities would not allow 
a choice between near- and long-term issues, the balanced 
approach was selected. Within that framework, it was 
determined that U.S. forces must be capable of  fighting and 
winning two MTWs nearly simultaneously and must be prepared 
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to conduct multiple concurrent small-scale contingency (SSC) 
operations worl&vide. The Q D R  also discussed the ever-present 
requirement for information superioriD' and the possibili9' of  
both offensive and defensive information warfare ,as an element 
of all operations. 

Mobilization of Third Wave Industry 
The Q D R  does not specifically address plaruahlg for mobilization. 
However,  this issue is discussed indirectly within the Agile 
Infrastructure section of  the Focused Logistics Roadmap. The 
Secondary Item War Reserves subsection states, 

The abili W of the industrial base to accomplish increased 
wartime production is an important factor in determining war 
reserves inventor' levels . . . .  War reserve requirmnents may be 
offset by industrial base plannhag, such as financial invesunent 
by DOD to guarantee industrial base response and/or access. 
The key to war reserve managemcnt is accurate idcntificafion of 
total requirements and investment in critical materials where 
access may be constrained or lead-thne is tmsafisfactolw to meet 
operational requirements. The ultimatc goal in this effort is a 
reliable requirements dcternainafion procc'~s wiflfin each Service, 
ensuring that Scrvicc-tmiquc criteria (e.g., attrition factors, 
feeding plaaxs, envirormmntal conditions, etc.) are 
accommodated. 32 

Clearly, the above categories do not  cover the gamut of Third 
Wave logistics requirements as outlined in this section. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
The information age is upon us, and we ~ e  still adjusting to it. 
Our  success in global competition will be determined by how 
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quickly and effectively we complete the Third Wave 
transformation, 33 the blueprint for which is outlined in the QDR.  
Fortunately, many areas of the Q D R  logistics discussions are 
consistent with Third Wave requirements of  accelerated and 
knowledge-based operations, reduced mass, constant innovation, 
and systems integration. However, the Q D R  inadequately 
addresses other Third Wave logistics requirements. 

Focused Logistics 
The QDR's  concept of  focused logistics is consistent with the 
requirements of  Third Wave logistics in many ways. Focuscd 
logistics is based on information fusion and ex2~loitation of 
technology, to provide improved data accttracT, ,asset visibili W and 
systems interoperability. Focused logistics is ,also based on 
reducing ~,cle times and improving responsiveness while 
reducing inventories and infrastructure. Nevertheless, focused 
logistics is not consistent with the concepts of  Third Wave 
logistics in all areas. For example, the Focused Logistics Roadmap 
states that: 

pre-positioned equipment remains a cornerstone of our force 
projection capabilit3, and allows us to offset our reduced 
forward-deployed presence and reduces our strategic lift 
requirements. Additional force suaicture reductions will not 
reduce, and could actually increase, the requh'ement for pre- 
positioimlg of material) 4 

The Q D R  and the Focused Lagiaics Roadmap ,are overreliant on 
land-based pre-positioning of  supplies and equipment; the 
Toffler wave theory suggests that pre-positioning should be 
minimized to improve flexibiliw. While this may not be feasible 
in the short term, it should be part of  long-term defense strateg W 
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and program initiatives. Increased strategic lift capability is one 
potential solution. 

Strategic Mobility 
While Third Wave logistics requirements are based on expected 
quantum improvements in speed and reliability of transportation, 
the QDR's handling of strategic mobiliq, is based on 
optimization and incremental improvement of current 
technology, doctrine, and procedures. In addition to 
procurement plans, this includes initiatives such as the Navy plan 
to transfer some combat logistics ships to the Military Sealift 
Command~ which ~dll allow reductions in crew size and increases 
in underway time. 3s Joint and service initiatives are focused on 
reducing infrastructure and logistics footprint but pre- 
positioning and overseas basing agreements are still large parts of  
the joint deployment and rapid distribution equations. To its 
credit, the QDR recognized that the mobility update had not 
accounted for several emerging Third Wave challenges, including 
increased potential for peacetime engagement, reduced support 
infrastructure at overseas bases, the likelihood of small-scale 
worldwide contingencies, and the increased possibility of 
confronting nuclear, biological, and chemical threats, s6 The 
National Defense Panel also emphasized the challenges associated 
with expected infrastructure reduction: 

U.S. fbrces may fred themselves called upon to project power 
in aaeas where no substantial basing smlcture exists. The QDR, 
in our view, accorded insufficient attention to our ability to 
project power trader these c i r c u m s t a n c e s ,  a7 

The recent Gulf crisis provides an excellent example of the 
potential problems related to overreliance on pre-positioned 
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materiel and fixed advanced bases. Saudi Arabian leaders were 
reluctant to allow U.S. airstrikes from their soil against Iraq; 
consequently, extra Na W aircraft carriers had to be brought into 
the Persian Gulf. It is easy to enxqsion other diplomatic 
complications with fixed sites; thus, mobile assets appear more 
useful in carrying out our national policy. 

"Tile politic,d problem of getting access to bases overseas is 
going to become even more difficult," said Andrew 
Krepinevich, director of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary 
Assessments in Washington, DC. "It is going to be a more 
dirt]cult problem and, geograptfically, there is no guarantee that 
we will fight where we have bases. "as 

One potential solution to this Third Wave power projection 
challenge is to build mobile offshore bases.  39 A potential militarv 
solution to the combined challenge of  strategic sealift and power 
projection is the Marine Corps "Maritime Pre-positioning Force 
2010 And Beyond" concept. 4° Focusing on the sealift problem, 
the National Defense Panel recommended greater exploration of  
emerging commercial concepts. 4a Potential procedural, financial, 
and legislative solutions to the sealift challenge include delinking 
shipbuilding from ship ownership; inducements to attract 
investment in U.S. shipping; elimination of  restrictions on 
foreign investment, ownership, and operation of  U.S. shipping; 
modification of  programs that provide access to civilian sealift 
assets; incorporation of  commercial specifications in military 
equipment to ensure equipment is transportable on a wide range 
of  civilian lift assets; and support  and nurturing of  the pool of  
merchant mariners22 

In addition to the simple solution of  increasing the number 
of  sealift ships, defense leaders must  support  the exploration of  
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all the concepts discussed above to ensure survival of the most 
viable programs and to ensure the creation of a flexible and 
dynamic sealift capability to accoivunodate the rapidly 
approaching Third Wave logistics challenges. 

Revolution in Business Affairs 
The QDR leads one to believe that the primary role of the RBA 
is to serve as a source of funding for both short-term operations 
and long-term investment. Nevertheless, RBA as defined in the 
QDR is consistent with the requirements of Third Wave 
logistics. Some RBA initiatives are causing the expected Third 
Wave blurring of ci,~41ian and military technologies and support 
mechanisms. Furthermore, while RBA discussions address only 
the consolidation and elimination of traditional infrastructure, 
other sections of the QDR make it apparent that the overarching 
trend is a shift from traditional to information related 
infrastructure---command, control, communications, computers, 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) archi- 
tecture. Even many of the traditional consolidation projects will 
result in informational improvements such as increased data 
control, accuracy, and visibili~. 

Tooth-to-Tail  Rat io  
The QDR's repetition of the simplistic statement "preserve the 
teeth by cutting the tail" focuses attention on the wrong goal. As 
the Toffiers argue, the concern should ~wt be on lowering or 
raising the tooth-to-tail ratio. Rather, the concern should be on 
achieving whatever balance of tooth-to-tail is required to produce 
the greatest milita_, T effectiveness. 

There are some dangers with the QDR approach. First, 
viable reallocation and reengineering alternatives might be missed 
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or discarded if they do not fit the mold of'~prcserve tooth while 
cutting tail." Second, future planners might erroneously "learn" 
that the rulc for force rcallocation is always to "preserve the teeth 
while cutting the tail." Although there will be times that cutting 
the tail may be appropriate, we should remember that the ratio 
itself is irrelevant. The relevant factor is the ultimate military 
effectiveness of the force. This point is reinforced in the National 
Defense Panel's May 1997 assessment of the QDR, where the 
Panel noted that exploiting advanced technology and operational 
concepts (which can include advances in logistics technology and 
concepts) "may permit us to be successful with smaller but far 
more lethal and effective forces. ''~3 

The U.S. National Security, leadership must transform the 
defense establishment into a Third Wave force with the 
understanding that a tooth-to-tail ratio is irrelevant. The "right" 
ratio is the one that achieves maximum operational effectiveness 
of the force. Defense leadership guidance in this area should shift 
its focus from the concept of "reducing the tail" to the goal of 
"hnpro~ing effectiveness" with effectiveness being defined by the 
defense capabilit 3, to be achieved. 

Arnvy National Guard Division Redesign Program 
This program was discussed in the context of Army force 
structure realignments made possible by changes in the global 
strategic environment. During the Cold War and in the period 
ira_mediately following the Cold War when relations with 
countries of the former Soviet Union were uncertain, the 
National Guard served as a "strategic re.serve." Today, the need 
for that capabiliq~ has declined, making some National Guard 
force structures available for realignment from unneeded combat 
units to needed CS/CSS units. This is an example of a shift in 
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the tooth-to-tail ratio where tooth is turned into tail. This is 
consistent with the concepts of Third Wave logistics and runs 
counter to the oversimplified statements in the QDR regarding 
"preserving teeth while cutting tail," thereby strengthening the 
earlier argument. 

Vulnerability of Logistics Data 
Although not specifically addressed in the focused logistics 
discussions in the QDR, protection of logistics data and logistics 
information networks is covered in two other areas. First, 
because logistics systems are carried on standard defense 
communications networks, some protection is provided under 
the umbrella of information assurance initiatives outlined in other 
parts of the QDR. Furthermore, the Focused Logistics Roadmap 
briefly discusses data security alternatives being developed to 
prevent unauthorized access. 44 

Because information is not only the key to success but also a 
critical vulnerability in the Third Wave, protection of logistics 
data cannot be overstated. Consequently, both general defense 
and specific logistics guidance regarding future programs should 
include expanded discussions on vulnerability of logistics data 
and plans for potential solutions. 

Capability to Support Simultaneous, Multilevel 
Operations 
Neither the QDR nor the Focused Logistics Roadmap specifically 
addresses a need for this capability. However, the Focused 
Logistics Roadmap acknowledges the challenges of uncertain 
conditions, stating "Logisticians must now demonstrate the 
capability to tailor forces and resources by both expanding and 
contracting as the nature of our threats change from large scale 
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MTW to SSCs. Effective execxition of these missions requires an 
adaptive, responsive and reliable logistics system to make it 
happen."4s While this does not discuss the issue in terms of the 
Tofflers' levels of war, if logistics support can achieve the stated 
goals, it will be sufficientlv resilient to handle First, Second, and 
Third Wave logistics requirements. Nevertheless, follow-on 
versions of general defense guidance and specific logistics 
guidance regarding future programs must be expanded to clearly 
address the Third Wave requirement for simultaneous multi-level 
operations. Lesser powers can afford to operate in one 
dimension; ss a global power, the United States must be able to 
operate successfully in all. 

~Vlobilization of Third Wave Industry 
Future conflicts will require an industrial mobilization capability 
that can support operations of" all sizes and durations. While the 
concept of industrial mobilization falls under the umbrella of  
Focused Logistics, it is clear that the direction of potential 
industrial mobi "Pization is being left to the services using existing 
procedures. Neither the QDR nor the Focused Logistics Roadmap 
discusses a need for modification of the approach t o  
accommodate the changing environment. 

The National Defense Panel criticized the existing 
mobilization approach as inappropriate and suggested the criteria 
of  balance, timeliness, relevance, and synchronization as 
characteristics for a new approachJ" Nevertheless, the competing 
nature of balance and relevance complicates the search for a 
solution. First, the new approach must balance current and 
future warfighting capabilities. Second, although short-war 
scenarios place a premium on adequate stocks of on-hand 
weapons, stored weapons, materials, parts, and manpower are 
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not  necessarily relevant to the mobilization needs of  future 
warfare in these times of  rapid technological advancement. 47 
One solution to this dilemma is the concept of  agile 
manufacturing: 

Agile manufacturing is a generic term for a number of 
competition-enhancing initiatives that include lean and flexible 
factories, networked information systems, and cross-boundary 
communications throughout and among various value chains, as 

The goal of  agile manufacturing is to react quickly to changing 
customization requirements by maintaining production processes 
that are rapidly configurable: 

Agile manufacturing seeks to reduce response time and increase 
manufacturing flexibility so that every customer order can be 
satisfied. Ultimately it would mean that the industrial base 
would never have to be mobilized. 49 

Future defense guidance must address mobilization of  Third 
Wave industries. Furthermore, while the concept of  agile 
manufacturing may not be relevant in the short term, the defense 
establishment must  understand and embrace this concept to 
ensure it reaches its full potential as a support  mechanism for 
industrial mobilization. This is especially true since the Q D R  
paid so much attention to reduction of  infrastructure. 

S u m m a r y  

Many areas of  Q D R  logistics discussions are consistent with 
Third Wave requirements. Focused logistics is based on 
information fusion, exploitation of  technology, reduced cycle 
times, and improxdng responsiveness while reducing inventories 
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and infrastructure. RBA initiatives are designed to reduce 
overhead, streamline infrastructure, leverage commercial 
tectuaology, reduce standards, and integrate process and product 
development. The Army National Guard Division Redesign 
Program is an example of force structure realignment from tooth 
to tail to achieve better balance. 

Other areas of QDR logistics discussions fall short of Third 
Wave requirements. Instead of trying to become free of fixed 
bases, existing strategic mobility plans rely heavily on pre- 
positioning to reduce lift requirements. While this solves 
problems in some geographic areas, it reduces flexibili~ and ties 
U.S. forces to pre-positioning sites. Future focus must be on 
power projection without reliance on forward basing of people 
or equipment. Also, the QDR is littered with statements about 
"preserving teeth while cutting the tail." While this is a great 
sound bite, it is overly simplistic and can be misinterpreted. Last, 
the QDR inadequately addresses the vulnerability of logistics 
data, simultaneous multilevel support, and industrial 
mobilization requirements. 

Because of shortcomings in the QDR logistics discussions, as 
the U.S. military transforms into a Third Wave force, U.S. 
defense leadership should provide supplemental guidance to: 

• Emphasize power projection in areas without forward 
support bases 
• Direct the examination of long-term initiatives to reduce 
equipment pre-positioning and to exploit improvements in 
speed and reliability of strategic mobility 
• Direct the examination of the full range of military, 
commercial, legal, financial, and procedural options to 
improve strategic sealift capabilities 
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• Acknowledge the shift in importance from traditional to 
information-based infrastructure 
• Explain that a tooth-to-tail ratio is irrelevant and that the 
"right" ratio is the one that achieves maximum operational 
effectiveness of  the force 
• Emphasize the vulnerabili~ of  logistics data and the need 
to be able to conduct simultaneous multilevel operations, for 
an improved industrial mobilization approach, and to develop 
and exploit agile manufacturing capabilities. 

By implementing these logistics recommendations, future 
U.S. forces will be more capable of meeting the criteria for Third 
Wave military success. 
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We Deceive Ourselves: 
The Role of Preconception in 

Operational Deception 
JAY L E E  H A T T O N  

We are n~,er deceived, we deceive ourselves. 
Michae l  H a n d e l  1 

Critical Role of Preconception 
The military profession demands the constant attention of its 
practitioners. Professional soldiers, like doctors or la~,ers, must 
read, study, and articulate both the historical foundations and the 
recent innovations of their craft. Despite a renewed emph~is on 
the functions and elements of the operational art, including 
operational intelligence, the value of operational deception is often 
overlooked outside the hallowed halls of academia. Professor 
Michael Handel, a noted academic authority on military 
deception, 2 explains: 

~lajor Jay Lee Hatton, USd~IC, shared y~rst place in the 1998 Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff Strategy Essay Competition with this entry., written while 
enrolled in the College of Continuing Education at the Naval War College. 
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Thc t3.'pical military conunander  shows little interest ill 
deception, aald is often wary of  its ttse. Thc only way to chaalge 
fltis attitude is to teach about the succcssfifl use ofdccepf ion by 
using detailed historical case studies as the starting point. 3 

Make no mistake, the fascination of  operational commanders 
with the collection of  intelligence intbrmation is as strong as ever 
and is well represented in our doctrine by such concepts as the 
Intelligence Prep,'u-ation of  the Battlefield (IPB). However,  the 
yew naturc of  IPB, with its emphasis on a thorough, calculated 
collection of  the "facts," makes it susceptible to enemy 
deception. What we don't  see, for example, is often more 
impor tant  than what we see clearly. It is our framework for 
interpreting what we see or do not see that is central to our ability, 
to predict enemy intentions. This interpretive framework is more 
important than htmdreds of"critical elements of  information" or 
dozens of  map overlays. Professor Milan Vego, professor of  
operations at the Unitcd States Naval War College, notes: 

Histo  D" abundantly shows that intelligence is not  nearly as 
critical as the attitude with which it is received by an 
operational commander and his staff. Operational intelligence 
must be believed to be effective, l't must comioete with the 
preconceived ideas and beliefi of its users; these in turn not 
uncommonly lead the commander and his staff to misapply 
previous experience or ignore valuable intelligence [emphasis 
added] .4 

History's best examples of  successful operational deception 
illustrate the importance of  the deceiver tailoring his efforts to 
match the preconceived notions, ideas, or beliefs of  the deceived. 
However,  despite this historical evidence, the critical role of  
preconception (for both ally and enemy) receives little attention 
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in U.S. joint and serx4ce planning ,and exercises. This oversight 
doc-s not appear to be the result of flawed doctrine; in fact, as we 
shall see, U.S. doctrine clearly emphasizes the vital role of 
preconception in deception operations. Instead, today's 
operational commanders simply do not have the additional time 
or force structure necessary to plan for and conduct extensive 
deception operations. Whatever the reasons, this omission raises 
serious questions about the capacit3, of our future commanders 
to understand and exploit enemy preconceptions, as well as the 
ability of our intelligence communi~ to facilitate this exploitation 
and to guard against falling victim to the same phenomena. 

This paper will demonstrate the importance in deception 
operations of leveraging the enemy's preconceptions regarding 
friendly capabilities and intent, and the impact of preconception 
on the operational art. This will be accomplished by examining 
the conceptual foundations of preconception, illustrating its 
effects using historical examples, and examining its relevance 
within the framework of current U.S. military doctrine. 

Conceptual Foundations 
The seminal facts contained in the conceptual foundations of 
preconception are addressed within the framework of two 
questions: "Why has preconception proven to be decisive in 
military deception?" (cause) and "When has it proven to be 
decisive?" (effect). 

The Bias  Factor  
Although a detailed analysis of the role of preconception in 
military deception would be complex, the answer to our framing 
question of'%chy" is really quite simple: preconception is a factor 
in deception operations because human beings are the primary 
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agents for analyzing intelligence. This is true even in today's 
environment of  high-tech gadgets and wizardry. Devices gather 
data;  but humans shape that data into intelligence. Action, 
therefore, is based upon the way in which an individual or 
organization interprets the data they receive. According to T. L. 
Cubbage, former military intelligence officer turned author and 
historian, herein lie the "roots of  failure. "s 

In his work, "German Misapprehensions Regarding 
Overlord: Understanding Failure in the Estimative Process," 
Cubbage identifies ten "perception blocks" that he believes led to 
the failure of  the German intelligence apparatus during the 
Second World War. Calling the most significant of  these 
pcrception b lock  the Bias Factor, he elaborates: 

The central themes here are the patterns of erroneous perception 
and judgment, i.e., "biases" or errors in judgment that are 
consistent and statistically predictable in the sense that in a large 
number of cases, most people will be influenced by such 
tendencies most of the time. 6 

Cubbage further identifies the humanistic causes of  the Bias 
Factor. These causes include cultural biases, projection, cognitive 
biases, and something he refers to as the Current Expectations 
Factor. 

Cultural  Bias. Cubbage, relating the important  influence a 
person's cultural heritage has on his preconceptions, states, 
"Cultural biases . . . are rooted in the basic predisposition 
inherent in the analyst's cultural values and heritage. ''7 

Projection. The concept of  projection is a familiar one; the 
idea that "everyone must be like me" is central to the human 
psyche and affects our day-to-day interactions with others. In the 
world of  international affairs, projection can be a dangerous 
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undertaking as nations with extremely divei'se cultural 
foundations meet on the slippery slope of  conflicting national 
interests and will. In this environment, projection is particularly 
visible in those countries with strong cultural biases---"we have 
chosen a democratic government and are happy; therefore, they 
should choose a democratic government and be happy." 

In deception operations at any level, projection describes the 
tendency of  military, commanders and intelligence analysts to 
anticipate enemy courses of  action based on what they would do 
if faced with a similar set of  circumstances and focus on that 
anticipated outcome at the expense of  other equally viable 
alternatives. These preconceptions founded on projection are 
often stubbornly maintained in the face of  contradictory 
intelligence data. Cubbage explains: 

The concept of projection relates to the tendency of human 
perceptions to be ethnocentric. That means seeing the external 
world inside out, which typically involves the projection of 
one's own belief systems, and, by definition, causes the 
underestimation, if not the denigration, of one's opponent's 
culture, motivations, intentions, material and technological 
achievements, and the capacity to identify with others, s 

Two excellent examples of  cultural bias and projection 
manifested themselves during December 1941. First, the general 
disdain felt by American leadership for both the engineering 
acumen and operational prowess of  the Japanese contributed 
greatly to the nasty surprises of  the "Zero"  aircraft and Pearl 
Harbor .  At about the same time, a similar cultural superiority 
complex caused the German leadership to seriously underestimate 
the ability of  the Red Army to recover from the terrific defeats of  
the previous summer and rally to defend Moscow. This error in 
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estimation greatly multiplied the shock and surprise of  Zhukov's 
counterattack that ultimately saved the Soviet capital. 

Cogni t ive  Bias. Cognitive activities are those of  reasoning 
or thinking. As Cubbage explains, "The cognitive biases result 
simply from the way the mind tends to work and not  from any 
intellectual or emotional predisposition toward a certain 
judgment. ''9 Simply stated, the conclusions we deduce in a given 
situation are as much a product of  our thought or logic processes 
as they are of  the data with which we begin. An example of  this 
concept is the not ion of  causation: 

An analyst can see a plane or a tank, but he cannot see 
causation. Instead, the analyst's individual perception of 
causation results only from a complex process of inference, and 
as with other forms of inference, his specific perceptions are 
subject to systematic biases.l° 

Current  Expectations Factor. One of  Cubbage's most 
impor tant  conclusions is the idea that the data that a military 
commander or intelligence analyst receives will be unconsciously 
screened as a matter o f  course. He calls this the Current 
Expectations Factor. At work in the Current Expectations Factor 
is the propensity for any data that fit with a person's 
preconceptions to be highlighted while data that do not  fit are 
ignored or undervalued: 

Many experiments demonstrate the extraordinary extent to 
which the hfformafion obtahlcd by an analyst depends on his 
preconceptions, expectations, and even his assumptions. An 
analyst's expectations have many diverse sources, hlcluding past 
experience, professional trahfing and cultural and organizational 
norms; all of which predispose the analyst to pay particular 
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attention to certain kinds of information and to organize and 
interpret this information in certain ways. n 

These contributions to the Bias Factor illustrate the 
importance Cubbage places on the humanistic factors as they 
affect deception operations. 

Theory of Cognitive Dissonance 
One psychological theory that helps tie these concepts together 
is the Theory of Cognitive Dissonance. Originally developed by 
Kurt Lewin in the 1930s and advanced by Leon Festinger in the 
1950s, the Theory of  Cognitive Dissonance maintains that 
human beings feel tension and discomtbrt when holding ideas 
that are inconsistent with their "schema" and will always seek 
ways to decrease that dissonance. 12 Festinger illustrates the 
theory: 

Suppose an individual believes something with his whole heart; 
suppose further that he has taken irrevocable actions became of 
it; finally, suppose that he is presented with evidence, 
tmequivocal and undeniable evidence, that his belief is wrong: 
what will happen? The individual will frequently emerge, not 
only tmshaken, but even more convinced of the truth of Iris 
beliefs than ever before.la 

The military implications of  this theory are far reaching. 
When viewed in its truest form, this idea takes Cubbage's notion 
of  "current expectations" one important step further. Recall that 
Cubbage believes that the perceptions of  an intelligence analyst 
are based on certain predetermined factors such as culture, 
ideological beliefs, organizational norms, and military doctrine. 
He concludes that "the current expectations factor is a 
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fundamental principle of  perception: analysts tend to perceive 
what  they expect to perceive. ''1~ Festinger's theory further 
hypothesizes that once an individual makes up his mind, as 
influenced by the humanistic factors outlined above, he will be 
most  rcluctant to change it even in the face of  compelling 
evidence to the contrary. For example, Joseph Stalin steadfastly 
refused to change his mind regarding German intentions in the 
summer of  1941, despite overwhelming evidence that the 
Weh~nacbt was staging for an attack. In his work Strategic 
Deception: A Psychological Perspective, Richards J. Heuer,  Jr., 
discusses this phenomenon:  

As a general rulc, wc are more often oil file side of being too 
wedded to our established views and thus too quick to rejec t 
information that does not fit these views, than on the side of 
being too quick to reverse our beliefs. Thus, most of us would 
do well to be more open to evidence and ideas that are at 
variance with our preconceptions. Is 

Heuer  also touches on this notion of  intelligence w o r k  and 
deception as a study in dilemma. He states: 

If  people can explain new evidence to their own satisfaction 
with little change in their existing beliefs, they will rarely feel 
the need for drastic revision of these bclicfs. Deception 
provides a readily "available" explanation for discrepant 
evidence: if the evidence does not fit one's preconceptions, it 
may be dismissed as deception) 6 

Thus, Heuer provides our targeted intelligence analvst or 
military, commander with a ready-made way of  decreasing their 
dissonance; if the evidence does not  support  what they originally 
concluded based on their preconceptions, it must be part of  the 
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enemy's deception effort. Heuer cites Adolf Hitler as an example 
of  this phenomenon, noting that Der Fuhrer often ignored 
accurate intelligence information if that information contradicted 
his views on the subject, attributing the variance to enemy 
deception e f f o r t s .  17 

In summary, preconception is decisive in military deception 
because it serves to shape the participants' analyses of intelligence 
data, leading them to act on prepossessed notions with respect to 
the enemy's intentions or order of battle. The Theory of 
Cognitive Dissonance holds that, once these notions are 
implanted, they are not likely to be changed, regardless of 
evidence to the contrary. 

Examples of Operational Deception 
When has preconception proven decisive? Examples are legion, 
but three of the most illuminating cases include the British 
campaign in Palestine (1917-18), the Battle of Leyte Gulf 
(1944), and the Normandy Invasion (1944). 

Palestine (1917-18). One of the first modern commanders 
to deliberately integrate large-scale deception plans with 
operational maneuver concepts was General Sir Edmund Henry 
Allenby, commander of the Allied Egyptian Expeditionary Force 
(EEF) during World War I. Fresh from the bloody stalemate in 
France, Allenby launched a deliberately conceived deception 
campaign aimed at enhancing the striking power of his forces by 
confusing the enemy's leadership regarding timing, location, 
direction, and method of his offensives. His deception 
techniques included dummy radio traffic, false troop 
concentrations, and the "lost order" ruse. During the Palestinian 
campaign of 1917, Allenby's deception efforts were aimed at 
reinforcing the Turkish belief that the EEF would attack from the 
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direction of G ~ a  and that the attack would be supported by an 
amphibious landing north of that city. ~8 Using man}: of these 
same deception techniques during his follow-on 1918 campaign, 
Allenby again proved that "The EEF was aware of the Turkish- 
Gcrman wav of thinking" by basing his deception plans on 
established enemy preconceptions.~9 Dr. Yigal Sheffv, professor 
in the Program for Securit T Studies, Tel Axqv University, 
elaborates on the deception effort of 1918: 

Allcnby himself pointed to the realization of this basic 
assumption: "The enemy was thought to be anticipating an 
attack in thesc directiolts (Madeba or Amman) as~d ever3: 
possiblc step was taken to strengthen his strspicions. ''2° 

Allenby was brilliantly successful in both campaigns, and his 
success was due, in 11o small part, to his understanding of the 
importance of deception as a force multiplier and his 
comprehension that successful deception merely serves to 
reinforce the enem);s predisposed beliefs. 

Leyte Gul f  (1944). An excellent example of the danger of 
"projection" on the part of an operational commander and his 
staft is found in the decisive naval battle at Leyte Gulf. Admiral 
William "Bull" Halsey and his staff projected two central themes 
of American naval doctrine onto their Japanese opponents during 
this battlc. First, no Banerican naval commander would dare 
venture outside the protective umbrella of friendly ,'fir cover m 
engage an enemy fleet of any consequence, particularly if that 
enemy possessed strong air forces himself. Vego points out the 
projection of this doctrinal rule onto the Japanese by Allied 
intelligence planners prior to Leyte Gulf: 
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The intelligence suinmal3," for SOWESPAC on 15 October 
stated that "As to the [Japanese] Naw, while it may move in 
strength in and out of protected stations in home and adjacent 
waters, it is doubtful if it will seek any issue beyond the cover 
of hind based airplanes. "21 

Second~ ,after the disaster at Pearl Harbor, U.S. naval doctrine 
had irrevocably shifted away from a reliance on hea W "gun-deck" 
surface combatants in favor of  the aircraft carrier. The aircraft 
carrier had become the decisive weapon of  naval warfare; 
consequently, the American main effort in any clash of  surface 
fleets would invariably fall to the carrier air groups. Halsey and 
his st,aft assumed the same could be said of  their opponents,  even 
after the debilitating losses in trained naval ax4ators the Japanese 
suffered after Midway. E. B. Potter note,s: 

Hostile carriers were, in Halse)Zs opinion and in the opinion of 
practically all naval commanders at that time, the principal 
threat to any operation h~volving ships or shipping. 22 

The Japanese deception plan played directly upon these 
American preconceptions. Vice-Admiral lizaburo Ozawa's 
carrier force, practically denuded of  aircraft and pilots in previous 
battles, acted as the bait to lure the American carriers away from 
the Ivyte invasion fleet. Once the invasion fleet was uncovered, 
the Japanese main effort, composed of  two surface combatant 
task forces (but no carriers), was to fall upon the Americans and 
destroy them in a classic surface action. History records that 
Halsey all too readily took Ozawa's bait. The serious 
consequences of  this mistake were mitigated only by the 
subsequent failure of  the Japanese surface commanders to press 
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home their attack through the thin screen of American destroyers 
and "jeep" carriers and into the vulnerable transports beyond. 

The Normandy  Invasion (1944). Perhaps the best 
documented example of the role of preconception in military 
operations is provided by the Allied deception efforts prior to the 
invasion of France in 19a.~. The seeds for the Allied success 
actually were sown by the Germans themselves during 1943 and 
early 1944 when the Germans embarked upon a concentrated 
effort to anticipate where the Allied blow would fall. 
Painstakingly analyzing the pros and cons of every possible 
invasion site, the German analysts concluded that the best 
location for assault was the Pas-de-Calais region of France. Once 
made, this entirely logical conclusion immediately began to take 
on a life of its own. Cubbage explains: 

The Germans began to prepare their defenses accordingly. At 
that point the current expectations factor began to interfere with 
the German perception capability. Having concluded that the 
enemy would land in the Pas-de-Calais, the Germans naturally 
tended to ignore or misinterpret indicators pointing to large- 
scale landings in other sectors. Inasmuch as the current 
expectations seemed logically sound--and they were the 
product of careful sttuhy--they carried with flaem their own seK- 
proving persuasiveness. 23 

Using ULTRA (the secret U.S. code-breaking system used in 
WWII) and other intelligence sources, the Allies were well aware 
of the German conclusions in this regard and subsequent Allied 
deception efforts under the overall codename Fortitude South were 
aimed at reinforchag flais German preconception. Using massive 
numbers of rubber vehicles, aircraft, mad emplacements, the Allies 
created a phantom army, the 1st U.S. Army Group (FUSAG), 
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and placed at its head their best general (in the German's view), 
Lieutenant General George S. Patton. When the actual landings 
occurred in Normandy, the Allies continued to transmit radio 
messages to and from FUSAG, thereby "convincing" the 
Germans of what they were already predisposed to believe--that 
the Normandy landings were only a feint designed to draw their 
strategic reserves away from the Pas-de-Calais wherc FUSAG 
would purportedly come roaring ashore any day. Vego notes 
that the Germans "relied in fact on indications and intentions, 
not the hard intelligence that would have told them Normandy 
was the only possible invasion site. "24 The resultant delay in the 
commitment of the German armored reserves was central to the 
subsequent Allied victory in Normandy and sealed the fate of  the 
tottering Third Reich. 

These operational deception efforts were ultimately successful 
because they reinforced what the enemy already believed to be 
true. But how well has the U.S. military assimilated these 
historical lessons and codified them in doctrine? 

Review of  U.S. Deception Doctrine 
Doctrinal Review 
Although a number of joint publications deal peripherally with 
deception operations, the capstone doctrinal vehicle on the 
subject is Joint Pub 3- 58: Joint Doctrine for Military Deceptimz. 2s 
This document provides a high-level overview of the planning for 
and application of joint military, deception operations, to include 
a description of the interconnectivity be~veen deception planning 
and the joint operational planning process. 

The concept of preconception, more often called 
"perceptions" or "perception management "~  in joint doctrine, is 
referred to a number of times in Joint Pub 3-58. The doctrine 
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clearly states that deception planning is primarily an operational 
task supported by the other aspects of command and control 
warfare, to include intelligence. The authors note that 
intelligence personnel are responsible for ,ascertaining "the 
adversary's perceptions of friendlv capabilities and possible 
courses of action." Intelligence analysts "help the deception 
planners understand how the adversary decision makers, their 
staffs, and trusted advisors perceive friendly capabilities and 
intentions," illustrated in figure 1. 

Figure 1. Coordination witl~'n a Joint Staff  

~ i : i  ........ ' .............. 'I~ Control W~lare 

\ / 

[i:i I ::if: !i:: :/,~=/;n~,/an~: 

Source: Adapted from figure III-1, Joint Pub 3-58, III-2. 

The link between the enemy's preconceptions and the selection of 
a deception plan/sto~, is also clearly drawn in the sections of the 
publication dealing with the planning process, specifically, the 
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Staff Deception Estimate (a subset of the Operations Estimate). 
The authors note: 

Working with the operational planners, the other C2W 
planners, and intelligence analysts, the deception planners 
gather and analyze information relating to the adversary. They 
identify the key decision makers and study all available 
information relating to their backgrounds and psychological 
profiles. 

They consider the adversar)es C 2 system and decision 
makhlg process. They study its intelligence collection and 
analysis capabilities. They identify any preconceptions that the 
adversary leadership may have about friendly intentions and 
capabilities [emphasis added] .27 

A direct correlation is drawn be~veen the identification of an 
adversary's preconceived notions about U.S. force capabilities and 
intentions and the selection of a deception story or "desired 
perception" by the deception planners as part of the operations 
estimate (figure 2). 

In its appendices, Joint Pub 3-58 eliminates all doubt about 
the doctrinal value of preconception in joint deception 
operations. The authors conclude: "It is much easier, and 
historically more effective, to reinforce an existing belief that to 
establish a new o n e . . ,  the [deception] story must correspond to 
the deception target's perceptions of the friendly force's mission, 
intentions, and capabilities. "28 

On the other hand, a rexdew of component deception doctrine 
reveals a marked tendency by most of the services to limit their 
discussion of deception operations to the tactical level of warfare. 
Deception operations at this level are generally small-scale, short- 
term efforts designed to influence low-level decisionmakers in the 
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The Deception Planning Process 

Source: Adapted from figure IV-I, Joint Pub 3-58, IV-3. 

enemy's chain of command, and as such, the impact of 
preconception as an element of deception receives less emphasis. 
One notable exception to this limitation in component doctrine 
is evident in Field Manual 90-2: Battlefield Deception. 29 This 
document provides an excellent overview of the value of 
deception across the entire spectrum of conflict, emphasizing in 
particular the value of leveraging the enemy's preconceptions in 
these operations. In fact, the Army identifies "the exploitation of 
perceptions" as the number one "theoretical guideline" 
underpinning their deception doctrine, s° This theoretical 
guideline, called "Magruder's Principle," makes the following 
argument: 
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It  is generally easier to induce an enemy to maintain a pre- 
existing belief than to present notional  evidence to change that  
belief. Thus, it may be more useful to examine h o w  an enem3~s 
exist ing beliefs can be turned to advantage than to a t tempt  to 
change  his beliefs . . . .  There is aanple ltistorical evidence to 
c o n f m n  the t ruth  o f  Magruder 's  Principle. 31 

Drawing on a previously compiled database of 232 historical 
battles, the authors of Field Manual 90-2 illustrate the emphasis 
traditionally placed on devising deception stories to fit enemy 
preconceptions, as well as the improved probabiliv of achieving 
surprise when preconceptions are incorporated in this fashion 
(figure 3). 

F~Bure 3. Historical Value of Preconception 

WAS DECEPTION 
EMPLOYED? 

YES 

NO 

UNKNOWN 

TOTALS OR 
SUBTOTALS 

WERE PLANS KEYEDTO 
ENEMY PRECONCEPTIONS? 

YES 
NO 

U NK NOWN 

YES 
NO 

U NK NOWN 

YES 
NO 

UNKNOWN 

WAS SURPRISE ACHIEVED? 

YES NO U NK N 

106 4 0 
17 4 0 
8 1 0 

8 0 0 
5 I 0 
12 58 0 

0 0 I 
0 0 1 
0 0 6 

IS8 68 8 

TOTALS OR 
SUBTOTALS 

110 
21 
9 

8 
6 
70 

232 

Source: Adapted from figure 1-1, Field Manual 90-2, 4. 
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These nmnbers lend credence to the supposition of this paper, 
that is, the valuable role preconception plays in successful 
deception operations. Note that when deception has been 
deliberately employed using the enem)Ps preconceptions, surprise 
was achieved 96 percent of the time. On those occasions that 
deception was employed and the enemy's preconceptions were 
not used, surprise was achieved only 81 percent of the time. 

Critique 
A number of preliminary conclusions can be drawn from this 
doctrinal rexdew. First, the value of preconception in operational 
deception is heavily emphasized, particularly in joint and Army 
doctrine. However, this positive conclusion is potentially offset 
by other, less favorable, factors. For example, there is a 
noticeable paucity of information regarding the use of 
preconception at the strategic level, or of the utility of strategic 
deception in general (figure 4). 

There is little or no discxtssion of the decisive value of effective 
deception at the strategic level of warfare, nor of the means 
employed (diplomatic or economic), other than military, to 
achieve strategic deception (although this doctrinal "gap" may 
simply be symptomatic of the limits of the research conducted for 
this paper, which focused exclusively on military doctrine). 

More importantly, there appears to be sufficient cause for 
concern regarding how effectively our joint or component 
commanders and their staff planners are translating this deception 
doctrine into action. In 1988, the Army characterized deception 
planning and execution as a "lost art," warning: 

Today, commanders use little deception in planning, directing, 
and conducting combat operatious. As a result, many 
deception-related skills that have served our Army well in the 
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past have bccn forgotten, and where remembered, have not 
been made part of our warfighting capabilities Armywide. s2 

Figure 4. Categories of Military Deception 

J Strategic Military U 
J DecePtion .I]'~ 

I Op c ional M,.a,y 
J Deception 

1 T octical Military l i l J /  
I Deception 

S er vice Military 
DecePtion 

IVlllitary Deception in 
S upport of Operations 

S ecu r ity 

Doc#ln~ 
cap? 

Focus of 
Joint 

Doctrine 

Focus of 
Component 

Doctrine 

Source: Adapted from figure I-i, Joint Pub 3-58, I-1. 

They further identified three key factors that were 
contributing to the demise of  deception-related skills in the 
United States military: 

• Advances in technology are perceived to make successful 
deception more difficult, if not  impossible, to achieve. 
• Commanders are reluctant to devote scarce resources, 
including time, to tasks that are considered less essential. 
• Force modernization, being primarily focused on high- 
cost force structure and materiel initiatives, has pushed 
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low-cost, perceived intangibles like deception further into the 
background, s3 

It is interesting to note that these three factors, rather than 
decreasing in intensity over the past 10 years, have steadily gained 
momentum in an era characterized by shrinking defense budgets, 
perceived reductions in threat force capabilities, and increasing 
comaninnents to less conventional operations. 

Conclusion 
It is important to realize that, although the examples provided 
herein illustrate the historical role of preconception in operational 
deception, it remains an effective influence even in today's 
environment of electronic surveillance and satellite 
reconnaissance. The human factor has not been, nor will it likely 
ever be, removed from the "art" of deception, in spite of the 
advances in the "science" of intelligence collection. During 
Operation Desert Storm (1991), the allies placed two full Marine 
Expeditionary Brigades (17,000 Marines) off the coast of 
Kuwait, thereby convincing the Iraqis that an amphibious 
invasion was imminent. In reality, the allied main effort was 
aimed at the more vulnerable Iraqi defenses in the open desert to 
the north of Kuwait. This operational deception effort was 
designed to rake advantage of the enemy's sensitivity to their 
newly acquired territory and their perceptions of the U.S. 
Marines. The reputation of the Marines was well known to the 
enemy, as was their traditional role as the spearhead of American 
assaults. Accordingly, the Iraqis placed their best infantry 
divisions along the coast to defeat any attempts by the Marines to 
land. Miles of  trenches and other fortifications were built to 
support this effort. A report published by the Defense 
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Department shortly after the conclusion of  the war summarized 
the objectives of  the allied deception effort: 

Throughout the planning process [during Desert Shield and 
Desert Sto~n], CINCENT emphasizx:d the need for a 
comprehensive plan to deceive Iraqi forces regarding Coalition 
intentions and to conceal the Coalition scheme of maneuver. 
The deception plan was intended to convince Iraq that the 
Coalition main attack would be directly into Kuwait, supported 
by an amphibious assault. The plan also sought to divert Iraqi 
forces from the Coalition main attack and to fix Iraqi forces in 
eastern Kuwait and along the Kuwaiti coast. 

Among the activities planned to support the deception were 
Nax T feints and demonstrations in the northern Persian Gulf, 
Marine landing exercises along the Gulf and Omani coasts, 
positioning of a large amphibious task force in the Gulf, and air 
refueling and trainiiN activity surges that desensitized the Iraqis 
to the real pre-attack buildup. This impression was to be 
reinforced by USMC and Joint Forces East operations south of 
Kuwait . . . .  Raids and some SOF activities were expected to 
contribute to Saddam Hussein's confusion as to the most likely 
location for the main attack. ~ 

On "G-Day" (the first day of  the ground war), the BBC 
broadcast the news that coalition forces were storming the 
beaches of  Kuwait and had established a lodgment despite heavy 
losses. Safely ensconced on their ships, the embarked Marines 
listened in amusement as the radio announcer solemnly 
transmitted this remarkable news. While the Iraqi high command 
presumably reacted to the announcement of  the expected Marine 
invasion, the allied main effort swept easily into the desert on the 
enemy's open right flank. The following morning, the 5 ~h Marine 
Expeditionary Brigade landed peacefully on undefended beaches 
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and joined in the pursuit of the tattered Iraqi forces into Kuwait 
City. 

At face value, this recent example of an ,~nerican-led 
Coalition exploiting an adversar)es preconceptions as part of a 
deliberate, overarching deception plan apparently refutes the 
original thesis of this paper--that the capaci~, of U.S. 
commanders to understand and exploit enemy preconceptions, as 
well as the abili~ of their supporting intelligence staffs to 
facilitate this exploitation, is problematic at best. However, all 
may not be as it seems. The authors of the Defense Deparmqent's 
postwar report portray a picture of rational, premeditated 
deception planning and execution. Not surprisingly, the 
euphoria associated with the decisive victory in the Gulf may have 
colored these conclusions and allowed some of the more tenuous 
assertions to pass without proper scrutiny. The initial, extremely 
overoptimistic estimates regarding the effectiveness of allied 
airborne precision strike munitions and Patriot missile defense 
systems serve as txvo concrete examples of this tendency. In this 
case, a careful review of the decisions lcading up to G-Day 
(February 24, 1991) reveals that the ,amphibious feint, far from 
being a carcfhlly conceived, deliberate planning decision made 
months before the event (as portrayed in the Pentagon's report), 
actu~ly was not made by General Schwarzkopf until Fcbruary 2 
during a meeting with his top Naval and Marine commanders/s 
Furthcrmore, the decision apparently had less to do with 
deception than it did with the immense operational difficulties 
(mines) ,and severe risks (Marine and Kuwati civilima casualties) 
associated with an amphibious assault. In their work The Gulf 
C0v~ict, Lawrence Freedman and Effairn Karsh make it clear that 
the decision not to invade was made at almost the last minute and 
only then when it was determined that the "risk did not seem 
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worth  the potential military gain. "3~ Whether by accident or 
design, this recent example illustrates the continued validiw of  
using enemy preconceptions to define one's operational 
deception plan. Handel summariTvs: 

After 'all, human natttre cannot be expected to change; and sh~cc 
most deception operations are designed to reinforce the cxisthlg 
beliefs and Pe.rceptions of the deceived, successful deception will 

37 continuc to be an important factor in war. 

At a time when the United States stands as the world's only 
global power, it is more important  than ever that American 
operational commanders mad intelligence personnel, from the 
serx.ice to the national level, be "more open to evidence mad ideas 
that are at variance with our preconceptions. ''~a During the Cold 
War, we were able to focus our efforts on one potential foe, and 
we had the benefit of  40 years of  trial and error to sharpen our 
prcconceptions about that foe's capability and intent. Today, we 
could face an entirely new set of  variables and circumstances and 
have very little time to assimilate the new information. For 
example, what role did our preconceptions play in our failure in 
Somalia? We presumed that hungry people wanted to be helped 
because we certainly would, given the samc circumstances. 
Unfortunately,  this presumption did not  exactly fit with the 
reality in Somalia. Perhaps more importantly, how accurate are 
our preconceptions of  North  Korea and its current economic 
decline, or of  China and its desire to "uni~," the country by 
assimilating Taiwan, or of  Bosnia, Serbia, and Croatia and their 
desire for long-term peace? If we are to refute the observation of  
the Comte de Paris that "the American mind is slow to grasp an 
idea to which it is not accustomed to beforehand, "s9 we must do 
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so with an understanding of  the critical role of  preconception in 
military deception operations. 
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Airpower, Chaos, and 
Infrastructure: 

Lords of the Rings 
EDWAI:H)  J. FELK_ER 

A Guiding Vision for Airpower 
Airpower theorists have long studied how airpower shapes 
battlefields and "kills tanks. If the Air Force accepts its basic 
doctrinal tenets of flexibiliq 7 and versatiliq, to ex]91oit mass and 
maneuver simultaneously at any level of warfare, however, then 
airpower's range, speed, reach, and lethality should have far 
greater impact at operational m~d strategic levels than at tactical 
levels. This does not abandon airpower's impact on the ground 
scheme of maneuver~but that should not be its only focus. 

The enemy determines its centers of gravity (COGs), not 
those who study them. We need to understand how to degrade 
the adversaries' ability to transmit their military, political, and 
economic goods, services, and information. This is airpower's 
best contribution toward achieving operational and strategic 

Lieutenant Colonel Edward J. Felker, USA_F, was the second-place winner in the 
1998 Chai ,  nan of the Joint Chie~ of Staff Strategy Essay Competition with this 
entry, wri~en while attending the Air  War College. 
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aims. hlffastrucmre, to include both traditional and emerging 
lines of communication, presents increasingly lucrative targets for 
airpower. In an age dominated by information, fraught with 
uncertainty, and laced with a healthy dose of the unknown, 
airmen need a vision to guide airpower's practical application. 
Thus the need exists to study airpower's ability to impact the 
lines of communication that will increasingly define modern 
societies by synthesizing portions of the ideas of lohn Warden, 
Antoine-Henri Jomini, and chaos theory. 

Infrastructure 
During the Cold War, Allied Air Forces Oentral Europe 
(AAFCE) studied the Warsaw Pact fuel system and rejected it as 
a viable targct. ~ AAFCE treated the destruction of the fuel 
infrastructure form, rather than its eN01oitation as a necessary 
process within Soviet military doctrine. AAFCE planners were 
captured by the paradigm of regarding fuel as a singlc target set 
of far more aimpoints than could reasonably be attacked by 
airpower. 

In the mid-1980s, Air Force Checkmate rcsnldied this fuel 
system. By viewing it as a link bet~veen Soviet military doctrine 
and the commander's operational objectives, 10 critical and 
vulnerable Army-level fuel supply nodes emerged. These nodes 
contained approximately 40 aimpoints that could disrupt opera- 
tional level fuel flow, thereby negating Soviet planned 
breakthrough operations. The sortie count to achieve this 
disruption changed from AAFCE's original "several thousand" to 
a more manageable 150. 

This example dramatizes infrastructure as a dynamic system. 
Put simply, infrastructure binds a society becausc it carries its 
political, milita_,T, and economic communications: goods, 
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services, and information. Infrastructure becomes a COG 
because it serves as form andfunctm~. Bridges, highways, railroad 
tracks, and fiber optic cables with their corresponding trucks, 
trains, and servers constitutef0rm. But form is secondary to the 
processes or functions these components of ilffrastructure routinely 
engage---communications. 

Societal Structure and Lines of  Communication 
To understand how airpower can contribute to achiex,ing 
strategic and operational aims, one must begin by understanding 
the adversary's societ3, and culture. Alvin and Heidi TotTler 
observed, "The way we make war reflects the way we make 
wealth," thus identi~dng First Wave (agrarian), Second Wave 
(industrial), mad Third Wave (informational) societies) 

The Toffler's Societal Model  
First Wave a~arian civilizations are a product of  the agricultural 
revolution whose leitmotiv 3 is subsistence and survival. Its 
infrastructure is pre-industrial, heavily dependent on agricultural 
goods, and reliant on other societies for materi~s and markets. 
Societal structure is concentrated on a handful of  resources, a 
stunted manufacturing sector, and underdeveloped services. 4 
First Wave warfare pits force against fbrce in a conflict over 
possessions. It bears an unmistakable agrarian stamp, not so 
much in technolo~,, but in organization, communication, 
logistics, and achninistration, .as well as in reward structures, 
leadership styles, and cnaltural assumptions. Agrarian societies are 
difficult to coerce with airpower bec.ause they lack well-developed 
infrastructure links that can be ex~ploited. 

Second Wave societies are industrial and marked by large 
quantities of  labor and mass production. Industrialization results 
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in greater connectivi~ between production and consumption. 
Through imports and exports, these societies become more 
globally connected. This vast connectivity forms an 
infrastructure based on the production and control of goods, 
services, and information. Mass production, bureaucracT, and 
tangible value are the underpinnings of wealth, h~frastructure 
links ,are concentrated on the logistics of wealth, s Second Wave 
warfare's main feature is mass destruction of industrial powers. 

In Third Wave societies, knowledge---data, information, 
images, symbols, culture, ideology, and values--is the central 
resource of the economy. These societies rcducc flae mass 
associated with the Second Wave, yet create wealth in exponential 
quantity. The r i ~ t  knowledge reduces labor, inventory, ener~% 
and raw materials, as well as the rune, money, and space necessary 
to produce wealth. Third Wave societies build new infrastructure 
links inside and outside their societies based on accumulating 
knowledge. The finite ,'unount of land, labor, raw materials, and 
capital is replaced by the quest for inexhaustible knowledge. 
Mass production is replaced by demassification that also flattens 
the leadership hierarchies while simultaneously dispersing and 
networking industrial plant and leadership. 

In Third Wave societics, economies of scale are frequently 
outweighed by "diseconomies" ofcomplexiD,. Rising complexit T 
necessitates a high order of systemic intcgration in the 
infrastructure that links the society together. A vast 
informational network replaces much of the Second Wave 
infrastructure) Third Wave societies evolve into externally 
h)q3ercolmected communities. Paradoxically, the most powerful 
societies like the United States, Japan, and Europe need the most 
links because they become intcrdependcnt with the outside world 
to sustain their advanced economies. This ,amounts to what the 
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Toffiers describe as a "monumental change in how wealth is 
created" and, for our purposes, an equally remarkable change in 
how war is waged. 7 

The Gulf War can be regarded as a precursor of Third Wave 
warfare. It emphasized precision targeting rather than mass 
destruction, operational effectiveness based on the transfer of 
massive quantities of information, and information dominance to 
elude the enemy's ability to observe, orient, decide, and act-- 
John Boyd coined "OODA loop" to describe this cycle of 
perception, decision, and acxion, s He contends that an organism 
observes ,and orients itself to succeed by adapting and shaping the 
environment to its own ends. The environment is not inert, but 
adaptive in its own right; however, it is bounded but 
unpredictable and highly sensitive to small variations in initial 
conditions. 

Understanding societal structure is crucial to discerning the 
processes that underpin it, mad where vulnerabilities might be 
ex2~loited. The Toffiers provide a good model to relate culture, 
the prc~tuction of wealth (economics), and warfare. Third Wave 
societies transmit their wealth as communications that carry the 
socieD~s goods, services, mid information; infrastructure then 
circumscribes the process for distributing a society's 
commtmications whose lines are defined by geography and 
culture. Hence, communications ,are as much the function of 
values as geography. 

Defining Lines of Communication 
Joint Publication 3-0: Operations describes lines of communi- 
cation as "all the routes, land, water, and air, which connect an 
operating military force with a base of operations and along 
which supplies and military forces move," a subset of "Lines of 
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operation.. ,  the directional orientation of the force in time and 
space in relation to the encmy. . ,  that connects the force with its 
base of operations mid its objectives. "9 This distinction implies 
the lines possess a three-dimensional qualiD," and ,are more than 
physical because thcy also connect force with objectives. 

But this definitional landscape splits hairs over f0~n and 
process. A better and more relevant definition of lines of commu- 
nications is the infrastructure for the transmission (to include 
collecting, processing, analyzing, and disscminating) of all forms 
of goods, services, mad information. This definition makes no 
distinction among milit~y, economic, political, or cultural lines 
of communication mad makes implicit the integration of ,all 
societal infrastructure within the definition. 

Jomini's Lines of Communication 
Swiss military theorist Antoine-Henri Jomini provides an 
exposition of milit,~y force focused on infrastructure. He notes 
that strategy is the key to warfare; strategy is controlled by 
invariable scientific principles; and these principles describe 
offensive action to mass forces agmnst weaker forces at some 
decisive point. Jomini describes these decisive points in 
geographical terms: a road junction, river crossing, mountain 
pass, supply base, or an open flank. Without exception, enemy 
dispositions and supply lines define decisive points within 
Jomini's construct. 1° lomini transforms war's intellectual 
component into operational art. Lines of comsnunication have 
physical ch~acteristics; however, they also portend strategic 
choice. His theory attempts to provide an operational template 
to describe where to fight, for what purpose, and with what 
f o r c e .  11 
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Jomini reinforces the importance of infrastructure. ~2 He is 
less concerned with their characteristics than with the total 
strategic and operational value of the infrastructure within how 
a commander conducted warfare. Making the proper strategic 
choice is not a matter of servicing specific targets; choices are 
made for operational and strategic decisiveness. In much the 
same manner as John Boyd's OODA loop, lomini describes a 
construct for commanders to apply decisive, aggressive, offensive 
action to deprive the enemy "time to think and act, with superior 
force at the time and place of battle as the best guarantee of 
victory. ''13 

Chaos Theory, Warden, and Infrastructure 
Contrary to its name, chaos theory studies sequential events in 
perceived chaotic behaxdors in the hope of finding order. 
Scientific mad mathematical literature defines chaos theo W as "the 
science of complex, dynamic nonlinear systems (,and) since 
organizations are complex, dynamic systems, chaos is the science 
of organization." 14 The theory lies at the ill-defined, somewhat 
arbitrary border between mathematics and physics (and for some 
critics, alchemy). 

Chaos theory applies to dynamic systems with a large number 
of shifting, interconnecting, and interrelated component parts.15 
Within these dynamic systems, nonperiodic order exists--that is, 
seemingly random data that yield orderly yet nonrecurrent 
patterns. Even though the patterns may appear repetitive, they 
are nor. Weather patterns illustrate this principle. At a given 
location, weather cycles through well-defined seasonal changes; 
however, from year to year the cycles vary. 

Such chaotic systems exhibit sensitive dependence upon initial 
conditions. A slight change in the initial inputs leads to dispro- 
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portionatcly divergent o u t c o m e s ,  it' This principle is most  
importaalt for military planners. Small changes or perturbations 
may result in very different and sometimes unpredictable 
behaviors at later times. I f  order exists at ,all, it suggests that 
patterns can be predicted in at least weakly c h a o t i c  systems. 17 

Complex system structures exhibit patterns formed by an 
iterative process ofsdf-simila~ty; in other words, small pieces of  
the structure are similar to the overall shape from which the), 
came. If  a branch of  a cauliflowcr head were dissected, the 
smaller piece would kxsk v e u  similar to the whole. The iterative 
process uses the output  as the next input. Each input is further 
dissected into its iterative output  and possesses thc self-similarit T 
of  its corresponding input.~8 

Chaos draws a fine line betwecn thc predictable and 
unprcdictablc. Initial conditions are sensitivc mad popularized ,as 
the "butterfly cffcct, "*v where a butterfly flapping its wings over 
Brazil can spa,~x~ a hurricane in the Caribbean Sea. 2° This means 
small changes may result in veq, different behaviors at later times; 
however, it might be possible to place bounds on a range of  
behaviors if they are weakly chaotic. We can then make 
assertions about the fim~re states that the system might pass 
through, even though we cannot exactly predict the form of  those 
s t a t c s .  

I,inear systems have proportional inputs and outputs; if input 
doubles, output doubles. Second, lincar systems obey the super- 
position rule--several simultaneously applied inputs to a system 
yield an output  whose total equals the sum of  the inputs. 
Proportionalit T and superposition give linear systems their 
predictable behavior. 

We tend to treat most systems as if they were linear. A 
factory is a good example. We predict that if we add people or 
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inventory, output will increase by a comparable amount. What 
goes into the system should be a predictor of what comes out. 
But in reality factories do not operate this way because they are 
nonlinear systems and do not display proportionalit T and 
superposition. Change the numbcr of people, inventory, etc., 
and a widely differing output might occur, far from what we 
predicted. Small inputs may yield huge outputs, depending 
upon the nature of the system. 2~ 

The subsystems that organize a society--leadership, command 
and control, f'mance and banking, telecommunications, etc.--also 
form systems. Each system or subsystem is more or less x~alner- 
able to internal and external disturbances. Many of the systems 
and subsystems arc interconnected and interact with each other. 
These links defme the normal operation of the system and convey 
nonlinear, chaotic processes. Disturbances in one subsystem may 
have effects on the system that are completely out of proportion 
to the disturbances, or may ripple through the entire system via 
direct and indirect links, thus "affecting other subsystems. 22 An 
understanding of chaos allows us to find bounds or pat-terns 
within systems that appear to be unpredictable. Crucial to 
applying chaos theory to warfare is a comprehension of the 
enem)~s culture, its systems, subsystems, links, and critical 
x~llnerabilities. 

Chaos and order are not opposites. They are rather y/ng and 
yang, inseparably intertwined. Chaos theory is a conceptual 
device for describing an incrcdibly complex world and provides 
a powerful "navigational" tool to perceive the conditions on the 
edges of chaos. 
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Warfare on the Edge of Chaos 
I f  a society at war were perceived as a chaotic system, then the 
application of  force is an input and corresponding behavior an 
outcome. The unpredictability of  outcome defines nonlinearity. 
Alan Beyerchen points out that war is inherently nonlinear and 
that its character changes in ways that continually alter the 
political ends that guide war: 

We can never recover the precise initial conditions even of 
known developments in past wars, much less developments in 
current wars distorted by the fog of uncertaint)'. Interactions 
at every scale..,  between adversaries amplify, microcauses and 
produce unexpected macrocffects. 2s 

In general, most military theorists assume that given enough 
information, outcomes become predictable and courses of  actions 
can be generated to meet objectives. 24 Emergent  behavior is an 
important characteristic of  chaotic systems.2S Interactions within 
the system can lead to emerging global properties strikingly 
different from the behaviors of the individual subsystems. These 
global properties are impossible to predict and affect the entire 
environment, thereby influencing their behavior. A synergistic 
feedback loop forms such that the interactions among the 
subsystems determine the global properties, which in turn 
influence the subsFstems themselves. Each subsystem exhibits its 
own emergent behavior and in turn influences the global 
behavior of  the entire system. 26 

This emergent behavior pattern implies that reductionist 
analysis has limits. As an analyst attempts to deconstruct the 
system, the analysis usually focuses on the properties of  the 
pieces, rather than the dynamics of  the system. 27 But by studying 
the parts instead of  the system as a whole, global properties are 
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lost. The blurring of emergent behavior occurs because the 
global properties are functions of the interaction among the 
subsystems and their effects. This is what occurred in the Allied 
Air Forces Central Europe's study of Soviet fuel. The global 
property of the fuel system was lost because the planners focused 
on the characteristics of the storage sites (subsystems), not the 
interaction of the components of an entire system (conceptual 
framework of Soviet military doctrine). Checkmate instead 
applied a holistic approach to include the interaction of the 
subsystems and the global properties. The result was a nodal 
analysis that did not treat the subsystems in isolation but focused 
on the global properties of the entire system. 

This point is crucial in understanding chaos theory's 
contribution to armed conflict, because "war i s . . .  an act of force 
to compel the enemy to do our will. ''2~ The target ,and timing of 
attack should be designed to trigger a mechanism that 
precipitates a desired outcome. If  the global properties of the 
enemy system are not considered, then the specific results will 
probably not occur. At worst, the connection benveen the 
desired outcome and the attack breaks; at best, the outcome is 
blurred because the system's complex behavior cannot be assessed 
against the input. The Rolling Thunder c~npaign in the Vietnam 
conflict illustrates this point. 

Rolling Thunder was an air interdiction campaign designed to 
cut off the insurgent Vietcong in the South from North 
Viemarne.se support. The primary targets were transportation, 
storage, and some North Vietnamese industrial plants. 29 One 
reason for Rolling Thunder's failure was that the planners mis- 
identified an infrastructure link be~veen the North Vietnamese 
and the Vietcong in the south. The actual link was between the 
source of the Vietcong's power (the socie D, of the south) and 
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their cultural and ideological force, not North Vietnam. Rather 
than rel)dng on infrastructure, the Vietcong derived their power 
from socialization, ideology, politicization, and "family." North 
Vietnam could not be coerced by airpower during the southern 
insurgent phase because there was no northern infrastructure 
linking them to the southern Vietcong. 3° Later, Linebacker I and 
H were more successful at coercing North Vietnam because the 
southern insurgent (First Wave) w,'u- subsided and transitioned 
into northern Second Wave warfare. Once the North Viet- 
n~unese became reliant on their infrastl'UCtUrc links of  commu- 
nication, translx)rtation , logistics, and command mid control, air- 
power  coerced North Vietnamese emergent behavior and its 
global properties. 31 

Chaos theory suggests that some systems ,are unpredictable, 
so gathering more information to improve prediction is 
impossible and becomes counterproductive when it creates a false 
sense of  securiD'. 32 As we e.vplore what information dominance 
means in the future, we must understand that perfect situational 
awareness is an illusion) 3 Enhanced technolog3, might help 
pierce the fog of  war, but it will never eliminate it. Complexig, 
emphasizes structure and behavior, with neither being 100 
percent predictable. Information domin,-mce says that 
comprehensive situational awareness will locate the target, 
e_stablish targeting parameters, and gauge the effectiveness of  the 
attack and its impact on the enemy. To wage information 
warfare to its fullest, military planners will have to develop a 
better tmdersranding of  how cultures are linked and where those 
links are most x-alnerable. Since initial conditions ,and behavior 
are unpredictable, endstatas are also unpredictable. Wqlile the 

form of the complex, adaptive systems may be ill defined, its 
_processes do have s t r u c t u r e .  34 
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Figure 1 illustrates how chaos theory might  be relevant to 
military planners. Because chaos theory can only approximate 
reality because initial conditions are never known and endstates 
are unpredictable, the processes that link subsystems are more 
important than their form. 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 depicts a factor overlooked by early airpower 
theorists. War occurs between and within societies; therefore to 
understand war, one must understand societal structures. A soci- 
ety's structure is based on the processes that link its elements of  
power. Initial conditions become endstates as a result of  the 
interactions ~nong die societal linking processes. Thescprocesses 
are illustrated above as the lines that connect the various 
subsystems of  the society. This weblike network forms an 
infrastructure that binds a society together. Any theory of  
airpower that overlooks or omits the societal and cultural ele- 
ments underlying the value system of  the adversary is inherently 
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incomplete. The World War II Combined Bomber Offensive in 
Europe serves as an example. 

The Strategic Bombing Survey from the European war noted 
that careful selection of targets for ,air attack should have 
emphasized the German experience. It concluded: 

The Germans were far more concerned over attacks on one or 
more of their basic industries and services--their oil, chemical, 
or steel industries or their power or transportation 
network--thasl they were over attacks on thcir armament 
industry or the city areas. The most serious attacks were those 
which destroyed the indusla T or service which most 
indispensably served other industries, as 

This observation rtms exactly counter to the Allied Combined 
Bomber Offensive, the priority of which was German war 
production. 36 The Allies had failed to identify the infrastructure 
deemed indispensable by the adversarial culture because the 
information on the "German e c o n o m y . . ,  at the outset of  the 
war was inadequate. ''a7 

The Strategic Bombing Survey reinforces the logic of  
considering society and culture. Without  describing processes, 
only target f0rm is defined, that is, specific targets: switching 
nodes, telephone exchanges, computer networks, bridges, 
chokepoints, etc. We would have a comprehensive target set, but  
we would have little understanding of  what any given target 
contributes to the process that links various systems. To impact 
societFPs decisionmaking, we need to affect its process, not simply 
attack its form. A theory focused on process leads to target 
sele{xions in specific situations relevant to the interrelations of  the 
sub-systems of the adversary's systems. Key targets ,are based on 
an adversary's power structure and system linkage. As such, a 
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practical theory is culture-bound, because culture determines the 
system value, f i rm,  and process. By combining elements of  John 
Warden's third strategic ring, chaos, and lomini we can develop 
a theory of airpower that is infrastructure centered, operational 
and strategic COG driven, ,'rod culturally determined. 

Infrastructure: Warden's Third Strategic Ring 
Jolm A. Warden, who wrote The Air Campaign, focused his thesis 
on COGs and interdiction. 38 He advocated that airpower's 
inherent spee d range, and flexibility allowed it to extend beyond. 
the battle to strike an enemy in a swift and decisive manner. 39 M- 
though Warden's thesis discussed the importmlce of  COGs, it 
lacked a conceptual model. In 1988, he began work oi1 aal 
organizing scheme to explain his thesis and produced a model 
formed by five concentric rings. 

Warden's five-ring model views the enemy as a hierarchical 
system composed of  five subsystems: leadership, organic es- 
sentials, infrastructure, population, and fielded military forces. 4° 
According to Warden, criticality decreases as one moves outward, 
with the least critical ring being fielded military forces. Within 
each ring is a collection of COGs that, when neutralized, causes 
a particular ring to cease functioning. Other rings are affected 
depending on whether the subsystem destroyed is an inner or 
outer ring. Herein lies one of  Warden's greatest weaknesses. 
Rather than a separate and independent ring, infrastructure 
permeates the entire system. An inner ring may not directly 
affect the outcome of  an outer ring. Perhaps it is the 
infrastructure that binds the entire system and is the mechanism 
for the interdependence of all the rings. 

Warden's central theme is that airpower's most effective use 
is against leadership. In practicality, one is left asking: "What is 
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a leadership target? Can leadership be affected in ways other than 
direct attack? If infrastructure links the subsystems, might it be 
the most important target?" Although Warden's theory is 
compelling in its focus on the mind of the leader, that may not 
always be the most important target. 

Figure 2. 
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Reformulating Warden's Model 
Warden's model explicitly neglects how infrastructure might be 
the mechanism by which coercion occurs. He portrays each sub- 
ring as possessing the same structure as the overall model (five 
internal rings) and implicitly hints the rings are related through 
this link. In fact, linkage is probably made through the 
infrastructure comprising each of these subsystems? ~ This infra- 
structure includes command and control, transportation, 
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communications, logistics, etc. Rather than a separate 
infrastructure ring, the other four rings become interconnected 
through their infrastructure. With the debate over Warden's 
theory focused on the first ring (leadership) versus fifth ring 
(fielded forces), infrastructure (third ring) as a complex system 
linkage is lost. Also lost is Warden's potential utility for Third 
Wave warfare. 

Figure 3 offers an alternative to Warden's model. A three- 
segment ring comprises socieg' (population, organic essentials, 
and leadership). These three subsystems are interrelated in much 
the same way as Warden's model; however, they are not 
hierarchical because the new model depicts Third Wave warfare, 
not Warden's Second Wave hierarchical targeting. Surrounding 
the core subsystems of  society, are the fielded military forces that 
protect the others from outside influence. In the center is a dark 
area that represents the society's infrastructure that links every 
subsystem of  the society/. 

Figure 3. 
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The infrastructure depicted binds every subsystem of its soci- 
ety in an interrelated structure. Chaos theory explains the 
mechanics of the infrastructure. Attacking infrastructure in any 
specific subsystem can have effects on other subsystems; for 
example, attacking a fiber optic network node can simultaneously 
impact banking, industrial production, and telecommunications 
(organic essentials); military command and control, intelligence 
dissemination, and logistics databases (military forces); and 
communications, strategic intelligence, and propaganda 
production (leadership). Already effective in Second Wave 
warfare, attacking infrastructure in Third Wave warfare may be 
the best alternative because leadership is flattened and dispersed; 
organic essentials are scaled down and dispersed; population is 
beneath our scruples to attack directly; and military forces are 
First Wave, are out of fashion, mad fight back. 

A final element of Warden's theory is that of parallel attack. 
After understanding the enemy as a system, the problem becomes 
one of reducing the enemy to the desired level or paralysis. 
Warden notes that the number of vital targets obtained by 
studying the enemy system is relatively small, and if struck in 
parallel (near simultaneously), damage to the enemy becomes 
insuperable. As one studk,~ this idea in greater detail, one sees its 
application is directly related to the transmission of the societs~s 
goods, services, and information--its lines of communication. 
Loss of important infrastructure may become what matters most. 

A Different Approach for Airpower 
Understandhlg the nature of cultural patterns can provide insight 
into the d)~lamics of file systems comprising the c~lture. Chaos 
theoD: helps rcduce the fog and friction, understand 
uncertainties, and bound the range of future outcomes in 
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employing military force. But research into chaos is relatively 
new. More importantly, application of chaos to the military 
plarming process is even more recent--yet, history does provide 
a window to explore new ideas for the future. 

Three Examples of Airpower, Chaos, and Infrastructure 
World War II Campaign Against German Transportation. 
In the 1930s, the Mr Corps Tactical School (ACTS) developed 
a strategic bombing theory known ,as the "industrial web." Led 
by Harold George, Don Wilson, and a handful of other faculty,, 
ACTS focused on a belief that economies were intricate and 
interconnected entities mad rested on certain basic industries 
(transportation, steel, iron ore, and electrical power). Destroying 
the threads in this "web" would unravel the economic and social 
fabric of an adversary. The subsequent collapse of national 
moralc and economic means of waging war would bring about 
the capitulation of the adversary. 42 On the surface, this is also 
John Warden's worldview. Paradoxically, hc and many other ,air 
plaamers treat the interconnections among the elements of  a 
society as secondary in importance to the things connected. 
Many airpower enthusiasts dissected elements of a socie~, into 
component parts and targeted each in isolation from the global 
properties of thc system. 43 

During World War II, once industries wcre idcntificd, the 
planning focused on destroying individual target sets rather than 
key interconnected links. Air War Plans Document (AWI'D) 1 
and 42 identified the German electrical power system, transpor- 
tation, petroleum and synthetic oil, and morale for air attack. 44 
Air Corps planners in Europe believed destroying synthetic oil 
and selected military industry (airframe, aircraft engine, and ball 
bearings) would collapsc Gcrman~s abilig, to support the war. 
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The targets identified v~thin AWPD 1 and 42 came from a study 
of  New York City that ACYS mirror-imaged onto Germany. 45 
Both plans provided great detail on individual targets, but rarely 
was the effect of  attacking one viewed in light of  its impact on 
another.  When one system failed to yield the desired results, 
priorities shifted to another target. 46 The targeting of  the 
German rail transportation is a case in point. 

Air Marshall Tedder believed transportation was German)Ps 
"Achilles' heel"; however, transportation was a secondary target 
for radar bombing when weather was bad. In winter 1945, 
weather was generally bad on the European continent, and 
German railroads were bombed extensively. Rail transportation 
turned out to be vital fbr both military and economic reasons, 
although the Allies did not realize it at the time. 47 

The sustained bombing against rail marshaling yards 
paral)7~ed Germany's ability to deliver bulk coal. This degraded 
electrical power production and coke manufacturing for steel and 
halted aluminum and copper production. When the trains 
stopped, German war industry could not ship supplies to where 
they were most needed, especially on the Eastern Front, and 
lateral reinforcement was almost impossible. Civilian morale 
suffered because heating fuel was scarce ,and trains could not be 
sent to southeastern Europe for the grain harvests. These were 
unintended consequences because air planners had focused only 
on thef0rm of  the German rail system rather than its process of 
fin -Idng population, fielded forces, and organic essentials. 48 

World War II Aerial Mining Campaign of  the Japanese 
H o m e  Waters .  The Allied aerial minelaying in Japan's home 
waters (Operation Starvation) in 1945 allows us to explore other 
unintended consequences of  airpower, chaos, and infrastructure. 
In mid-summer, 1944, Admiral Nimitz's staff developed a plan 
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to use B-29s to mine Japanese home waters, believing that aerial 
mining would starve Japan's industry and population, thereby 
fatally weakening Japan's will to continuc the war. 49 The plan's 
objectives were to stop raw materials and food from reaching 
Japan, prevent the supply and deplo)nnent of Japanese forces, and 
disrupt maritime transportation within the Inland Sea. s° 
Without a formal understanding of chaos, the planners had 
defined a complex system (Japanese population and industry) that 
was vulnerable to airpower (B-29 aerial mining) against 
infrastructure (Japanese maritime shipping) to achieve a strategic 
aim (weaken Japan's will). Generals Arnold and Hanscll were 
opposed to the plan. They saw aerial mining as another diversion 
of strategic airpower from its primary mission--strategic 
bombardment of industry and population. 5~ They viewed aerial 
mining within the narrow paradigm of individual target f0rm, 
rather than in the context of process within a complex system to 
achieve stratcgic aims) 2 

The Strategic Bombi~u Survey concluded that "mines, perhaps 
more than any other weapon of equal accomplistmaent, were 
orphans during the war. "53 To most airmen, a mine was effective 
only in sinking a ship (an independent tactical event). Bombing 
industrial and population centers was the most attractive use of 
strategic airpower. Airmen understood that by 1945 lapanese 
industry had dispersed as a result of strategic bombing (Third 
Wave effect from Second Wave course of action). In fact, this 
was the rationale used to justif 3, incendiary bombing of the cities. 
What planners did not understand was this dispcrsal also made 
the Japancsc critically dependent on traffic from their inland 
seaports. Bombing a dispersed manufacturing base became 
irrelevant if raw materials were unavailable. Airmen were unable 
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to discern the infrastructure link that determined this segment of  
Japanese culture. 

Operation Starvation began on March 27 and ended August 
14, 1945. s4 The outcome included operational and strategic 
effects never considered by the planners. The Straregoc Bombi~ 
Survz~ noted that 

Among the most significant contributions of Arnw air in the 
strategic war against merchant stripping [bccause it] reduced the 
remaining merchant shipping, virtuaUy closed tile vital 
Shimonoseki Strait and ports not accessible to Allied 
submarines, denied access to repair yards, and threw the 
a&Mnistration of shipping hl to . . ,  hopelcss confitsion . . . [aim 
judged aircraft] to be generally superior to other means of 
laying nfines. ~5 

Perhaps the most telling analysis of  Operation Starvation came 
from postwar inter~ews. Japan's former Prime Minister, Prince 
Konoye said that aerial mining operations were as equally 
effective ,as the direct B-29 attacks oia industry, s° Takashi 
Komatsu,  director of  a Tokyo steel company, stressed that 
although bombing badly hurt factories, the denial of  essential raw 
materials from the loss of  shipping had a greater effect. ~7 Captain 
K)algo Tamura, a Japanese minesweeping officer, stated, "The 
result of  B-29 mining was so effective against the shipping that 
it eventually starved the country. I think you could have 
shortened the war by beginning earlier. ''s8 

Desert  Storm Strategic Bombing.  In articulating Instan~ 
Thunder, planners postulated a series of  outcomas that appears to 
have corrected the oversights of  earlier World War 17 planners. 
Instant Thunder planning contains discrete projections about how 
various subsystems of  the Iraqi society might be linked. 
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Infrastructure targets were identified and the bounds of  emergent 
behavior were estimated based on successfully striking these 
targets from the air. s9 

But although the Instant Thunder planners speculated on out- 
come, they forecasted in a relative vacuum. Like World War II 
planners, Instant Thunder planners did not perform detailed 
systems' analyses of  the nature and structure of  Iraq's culture. 
They tried to identify targets that would cut across all the rings 
of  Warden's model to inflict strategic paralysis on the system. 
The targets they identified possessed form but had no bearing on 
the processes that bound the societ3., together. As chaos theorv 
suggests, outcomes could not be predicted because the initial 
conditions and the functioning of  the linking processes were 
unknown.  As in prior conflicts, airmen recognized complex 
interconnections ,among the elements of  a societT, but they could 
not  exploit them because the planners did not recognize their 
interrelationships. The net result of  the Instant Thunder plan was 
that targeting and timing were correct becausc the identified 
targets were struck and extensively danaagect, but the aalticipated 
endstate was not because links between targets and aims were 
missing or at best misguided. 

From the Past, the Future 
In the final analysis, airpower theorizing bows to the throne of  
targeting because you cannot bomb with an idea or a theoretical 
construct. Rather than considering different elements of  a socieq, 
mad their concomitant targets in isolation, we need to approach 
the application of  airpower from a holistic ~,iex~point. Am 
adversar);s socie~ is generally a complex structure, and we need 
to target it as such. 
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One might assume that conflict in the future might be 
conducted at the strategic level and take advantage of American 
technological capabilities that become increasingly pronounced 
to provide cormnensurately greater leverage. If we stay only at 
the tactical level of attacking military forces, we will make only 
marginal improvements in our abiliff to conduct Second Wave 
warfare. If we strive to impact the adversar)Ps infrastructure in a 
way that has the greatest strategic and operational effect, we 
might attain our objectives without the need to engage in 
widespread and possibly prolonged destructive warfare. 

Using Warden's model, fielded forces are a logical object of 
Second Wave warfare because one cannot "get at" any of the 
other rings (especially leadership) without first breaking down 
the nation's military line of defense. World War lX in Europe 
illustrates the point. Eighth Air Force was assigned the task in 
Operation l'oin~blank (the Combined Bomber Offensive of 1944) 
to achieve air superiority over Europe as an intermediate 
objective of the highest prioriq, before either the invasion of 
Europe or the full weight of the strategic bombing campaign 
could take effect. 6o 

If the Toffiers are correct, Third Wave, parallel, hyperwarfare 
enables us to bypass, penetrate, and otherwise overcome all or 
most of the fielded forces to strike directly at other subsystems. 
Wc have seen how infrastructure, mid especially those links that 
define the communication of goods, services, and information, 
might have great operational and strategic effect. In an 
information age, much of this infrastructure will be information 
based. Comprehensive situational awareness must be used to 
complement the twin capabilities of exact intelligence gathered in 
real time and precision weapons delivered from stealthy 
platforms. Some targets will be vulnerable to soft-kill mecha- 
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nisms, such as computer virus attacks to disable a national 
telephone switching system, intrusive electronic warfare to wipe 
out an advers,~y's logistics inventoq, database, or an 
electromagnetic pulse to disrupt electronic systems. Regardless 
of the attack method, infrastructure links provide the best target 
set to achicve operational and strategic objectives. Targeting for 
,'firpower h~ the future should consider the areas listed in table 1. 

The target nodes aix~ve were selected based on their potential 
synergic~s with the infrastructure of culture. They parallel what 
might be seen in Second and Third Wave cultures. They do not 
reflect, however, a universal applicabiliq ~ across every socieg,. 
Each adversary must be examined within its own cultural context 
to discern relevant infrastructure. Synergism is the most critical 
factor in considering any of the listed nodes--for example, a 
pipeline distribution node might affect transportation, power 
production, military, population stabiliq, (gasoline distribution), 
and information (telecommunications backup generator fuel) 
simultaneously. This example illustrates target values in terms of 
system processes, not in isolated value of the form in a petroletun 
subsystem. 

Conclus ion  
All societies rely on the movement of goods, services, and infor- 
mation. An infrastructure based on these lines of communi- 
cations binds the elements of a socieq r together and forms a 
complex system that responds to self-regulation against 
disruption. By understanding a culture and its systemic links, we 
can employ airpower to achieve direct operational and strategic 
aims. 

As airmen moved from theory to practice, isolated and single- 
focused applications of airpower emerged in the target sets. 
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These target sets usually focused onfomn, not societal process. The 
problem with this approach was that the target set represented 
the perceived values of the theorist, not the adversary. The future 
battlespace x~411 take on new dimensions in mobility, lethali~, and 
scope, but one constant will remain-- the strategic aim will 
continue to serve as the guide for planning. ~1 Although speed of 
the modern battle will surely blur the distinction between 
sequential and parallel operations, the link between strategic aims 
and enemy COGs should focus our efforts. 

Table 1. Air~ower Tar~otir~ of  lnfrastr~cture Links 

POLITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

National gove,~,mental 
apparatus: 
headquarters; 
command authority'; 
C3 nodes; command 
posts (mobile/fixed, 
air/land/sea); and 
ministry-levcl offices. 

bates~aal police and control 
forces: internal control 
agencies ("secret 
police"); intelligence 
systems (i.e. SIGINT in- 
tercept); internal control 
databases. 

Propaganda systems: 
Propaganda production; 
public affairs-wpe 
organizations; lhlkages 
to public diplomacy and 
area/international 
telecommunications 
networks. 

INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 

Telecommunications (radio and TV); public and secure switching networks; 
radio relay facilities; telephone exchanges; fiber optic networks, repeater 
stations; microwave transmission networks; satellite communications; 
computer and data processing centers; national C3I centers. 

ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE 

Energy and powes" 
production : 
Transformer stations; 
distribution nodes; 
control centers; pump 
stations; cooling 
systems; power 

Transportation: Traffic 
control; bridges, rail 
yards, critical in- 
terchanges; air traffic 
control centers; airports; 
ocean terminals, oil 
tankers, and offshore 

Financial Centers and 
Networks: .Institutions 
(banks, trading centers, 
etc.); currency, controls 
and depositories; 
databases for fmaJlcial 
management. 
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transforlncrs and 
substations; fuel 
dispensing manifolds; 
pipelines; distribution 
terminals; liquid 
natural gas plants and 
storage; filel storage; 
dispatch centers. 

tmloadhag sites; inland 
waterways; motor 
trafficking facilities; rail 
fuel storage; computer 
and electronic infrastruc- 
ture; intermodal ties; 
repair facilities; t r .~c  
signal controls; canal 
locks. 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INFRASTRUCTURE 

Inventor)" management systems; computer assisted design facilities; computer- 
controlled production; robotic assembly systems; automated product 
distribution systems; production support systems; raw material distribution 
systems. 

MILITARY INFRASTRUCTURE 

Warning systems and sensors; SATCOM links; control centers and command 
posts; weapons of mass destruction; intelligence collection, processing, and dis- 
semination; logistics management and databases; force deployment and 
employment controls; communications and data processing. 

This discussion offers an application of  airpower based on 
understanding the adversary's lines of  communications as 
potentially the most vulnerable links in the structure of its 
society. Airpower's flexibility and versatility put these lines of 
communication at risk. If we are ever to achieve information 
dominance in tomorrow's battlespace, we need to do far more 
than locate and strike targets in isolation. We must also process 
knowledge and comprehension of the critical nodes in the 
enemy's national infrastructure, how its political and other vital 
systems function, whether these systems possess exploitable 
vulnerabilities, and how the adversary's informational and other 
systems work. 
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U.S. A/Iilimry Expertise 
for Sale: 

Private A/lili mry Consultants 
as a Tool of Foreign Policy 

B R U C E  D. G R A N T  

Ne~v actors in peacetime defense e~agement  are defense 
contractors who negotiate agreements directly with fore~n 

go~,ernments. . . in such areas as streamlining security assistance, 
firrce management, modernization, t~'aining, and military 

transition assistance prorlrams. . . the arrival of such independent 
parties su2~ests the direction in which this instrument of U.S. 

power might travel in the future. 
Strategic Assessment 1996 * 

Privatization of  U.S. Military Assistance 
Should U.S. military expertise be for sale on the foreign market? 
Traditionally, the United States has provided military assistance 
to its friends and allies under the broad category of securits~ 
assistance. Securiq, assistance is defined as programs authorized 

Colonel Bruce D. Grant, USA, shared third place in the 1998 Chairman of the 
Joint Chief} of Staff Strategy Essay Competition with this entry, written while 
attending the U.S. Army War College. 
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by U.S. law by which we provide defense articles, military 
training, and other defense-related services by grant, credit, or 
cash sales in furtherance of national policies and objcctives. 2 
Since the end of the Cold War, U.S. security assistance has been 
freed from the constraints of the Cold War's superpower rivalry 
and has found more prospective clients around the globe, 
especially in former Eastern bloc countries. Additionally, U.S. 
success in the Gulf War has served to increase foreign interest in 
U.S. military doctrine, equipment, and training. 

Recently, however, military assistance to foreign nations has 
taken a fimdamentally different form, while at the same time 
expanding in scope. The U.S. Government has permitted and 
even encouraged private corporations to conduct the training of 
other nations' armies for profit. As the U.S. defense budget 
shrinks, the use of privatized military training abroad is quickly 
gaining acceptance as another means of conducting foreign polio, 
while avoiding the direct use of American forces. David 
Isenberg, defense expert and senior research analyst at the Center 
for Defense Information, observes, 

Simply put, at a time when there is a trend toward military 
downsizing worldwide, coupled with continuing and perhaps 
more virulent conflicts in developing nations, a global trend 
towards privatization, and the reluctance of developed states to 
intervene in troubled areas, there will be a continuing and 
possibly increased demand for the sen,ices of trained military 
personnel capable of both teaching combat skills and 
conducting combat. 3 

The employment of private corporations to provide military 
assistance, specifically the training of other nations' armies to 
fight wars, should not be an instrument of U.S. foreign policy. 
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The military profession should remain a monopoly of the state. 
Neither Congress nor the public vets, approves, or provides 
oversight to this new form of security assistance provided under 
private contract. Freed from traditional, time-tested constraints, 
foreign policy, happens by default initiated by the private business 
agreement between a foreign government ,and a corporation. 
Ultimately, the privatization of U.S. military services under direct 
foreign contract corrupts our military both in the eyes of societ T 
and from within the ranks. The corruption begins with the 
executive branch permitting profit-motivated organizations, 
accountable to neither the government at large nor the people~ to 
sel contracted military expertise to foreign entities. This form of 
privatization removes military expertise from the realm of public 
accountability and upsets the delicate balance of the remarkable 
Clausewitzian trinity among the government, the military, and 
the people. It blurs the lines bet~veen a military that works for 
the state and one that works for profit and sells a precious 
national resource--the professional expertise of warfighting and 
managing warfighting by the world's best military. 

Unregulated privatized military assistance represents a 
significant departure from the government-sponsored security 
assistance programs such as Foreign Military Sales (FMS) and the 
International Military Education and Training (IMET) program, 
which have traditionally served as the vehicles for U.S. military 
assistance. In the new paradigm, private firms provide military 
training under direct contract with a foreign government rather 
than a government-to-government agreement associated with 
traditional seaarity assistance implemented by active-duty military 
members or closely monitored contracts. These firms train entire 
armies, beginning with the lowest private to the most senior 
general, and across the entire spectrum from individual weapons 
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skills through unit operations to international political-military 
strate~,. The consultants actually teach ,and supervise a cadre of 
trainers from a foreign army using knowledge and experience 
gained from many years of active du9' in the U.S. Armed Forces. 
It is comprehensive training aimed at developing a powerful 
American-swle ,army. 

This privatized military assistance has emerged quietly 
without much fanfare or publiciq, and grown through aggressive 
marketing to meet demand on the international market. Whether 
through accident or design, the U.S. Government has seized this 
alternative ,'is an expeditious mcans to accomplish policy and 
bypass congressionally mandated law, regmlation, and budget as 
well as the seemingly impenetrable bureaucracy that so often 
slows traditional securiD, assistance actions. 

Traditional Security Assistance Programs 
Secxiriq, assistance is a potent tool of foreign policy that enables 
the United States to pursue its national interests and shape the 
internation,'d environment. Conbn'essional securit T assistance 
legislation provides the legal basis for assistance agreements 
between the U.S, and foreign countries2 Current authorit-y 
includes both the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and the Arms 
Export Control Act of 1976. s O)ngress limits security assistance 
through Federal regulations and budget restrictions that prohibit 
the unlimited provision to foreign powers of milit~y hardware 
and training. Securiq, assistance programs, coordinated between 
the State and Defense Departmcnts ,as well as through the 
resident U.S. ,'unbassador and count1T team, receive congressional 
oversight and public exposure. Of all the securi D, assistance 
progr,-uns, only Forcign Military Sales (FMS) and International 
Military Education and Training (IMET) spccifically prmdde for 
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the training of foreign military personnel, training that is now 
also provided by the U.S. private sector. 

Both FMS and LMET programs allowing the export of U.S. 
military training to foreign nations represent upfront, official 
commitments of U.S. prestige and policy. Under FMS, the 
Department of Defense sells training to other nations along with 
the military hardware or even the training as a commodity, itself. 
For exmnple, the U.S. Government has sold M2 Bradley Fighting 
Vehicles to Saudi Arabia along with the requisite equipment- 
related training, which is conducted by private contractors 
working through file U.S. Government and supervised by 
Defcnse Department personnel. Under IMET, the U.S. 
Congress has reccntly provided $15 million in funding to the 
African Crisis Response Initiative to train eight battalions from 
seven different countries in central Africa to respond to regional 
hostilities. 6 Government-sponsored security assistance programs 
such as these represent a clear U.S. foreign policy commitment to 
very volatile areas of the world. 

FMS and IMET security assistance programs promote 
military-to-military contacts, establish economic ties to the 
receiving nation, and allot, U.S. military access to foreign soil. 
They enable our allies to better defend themselves against 
regional threats, preclude the deployment of U.S. forces, and 
generally enhance the ability of the United States to conduct 
successful coalition operations when required. For example, 
during Desert &onn, U.S. forces fighting side by side with the 
Saudis benefitted from relationships forged during the long- 
standing FMS program with the Saudi Arabian military. 
Additionally, security assistance complements our diplomatic 
efforts in shaping the world environment to meet U.S. national 
interests. 
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The New Corporate Military Consultants 
Who are these new private players in the security assistance arena 
and what do they do? They arc U.S. corporations that can 
muster thousands of highly experienced former U.S. military 
personnel with the ex]~ertise to train foreign armies. From a U.S. 
security assistance perspective, these corporations are new actors 
who negotiate directly with foreign governments to provide 
specific services. 7 They B~pically advertise corporate military 
expertise in such areas as streamlining security assistmlce, force 
management, modernization, training, and military transition 
assistance programs for emerging democracies. 8 Their business 
relies on recruitment of a highly professional cadre of retired 
soldiers who provide cx~pertise across the spectrum of military 
training. The major U.S. firms involved in selling military 
ex~pertisc on the international market include Military 
Profession,xl Resources, Inc. (MI'ILI); Science Applications 
International Corporation (SMC); BDM International; Booz- 
Allen & Hamilton, Inc.; and Vinnell Corporation. MI'RI, driven 
by market demand, is perhaps the first to focus on international 
military training and claims to have "the world's greatest 
corporate military exT, ertise. '') Recently included, however, is the 
capabiliB 7 to train entire armies. In fact, in the last 3 years MPRI 
has bcgual to train the armies of other countries to fight wars. ~° 
The others are relatively large, diverse, transnational corporations 
that have historically provided technical expertise on military 
hardware and have expanded their international operations to 
include military training. 

What these corporate military consultants do is market 
military battlefield skills that either help improve or substitute for 
regular military forces. ~ In its own words, 
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Military Professional Resources, Inc. (MPRI) is a professional 
serviccs company engaged primarily in military-related 
contracting in the U.S. and international defense markets. The 
company's business focus is on military matters, to include 
trahmlg, quipping, force design and management, professional 
development, concepts and doctrine, organizational and 
operational requirements, simulation and wargaming 
operatiom, htunanitarian assistance, quick reaction military 
contractual support, and democracy transition programs for the 
military forces of emerging republics./2 

The kind of comprehensive military training prox~ided by such a 
firm enables the foreign nation to augment its military 
capabilities in a short time by training and organizing its armed 
forces into a more effective combat force aald a more potent 
instrument of power. Furthermore, imparting high-level military 
skills, conducted by former general and field grade officers under 
for-profit contracts outside the direct supervision of the 
Department of Defense (as in FMS and IMET training), marks 
a fundamental change in the way the United States prox4des 
security assistance. This change marks a disturbing trend for the 
future. 

Privatized military assistance to foreign armies as it is 
evolving, while currently restricted to training, qualifies by 
definition as a mercenary activity because of the foreign clients to 
whom it is provided tinder direct proprietary contract and the 
for-profit nature of the enterprise. Although corporations such 
as MPRI do not actually engage in combat on behalf of foreign 
powers, the skills they impart can prove just as deadly. ~s 
Nevertheless, the corporations involved in this business consider 
themselves military consultants engaged in the patriotic endeavor 
of furthering U.S. foreign policy rather than in a modern day 
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adaptation of classic mercenary activity. What pushes it into the 
mercenary category is that it contracts, on a proprietary basis, 
with a foreign power rather than providing services through the 
U.S. Government, which would include direct oversight by DOD 
managers and congressional visibility. 

Current Policy 
According to the National Security Strategy, the U.S. military 
helps shape the world's security environment by promoting 
regional stabili~ in ways that protect and promote U.S. interests 
through forward stationing, defense cooperation, training and 
exercises with allies, and security assistance. 14 Many of the 
conditions that formerly guided the way we provided this military 
assistance have changed, however. Since the mid-1980s, 
congressional funding of military assistance programs has steadily 
declined, while FMS has increased. 1~ More than ever before, 
foreign governments now shop around on the international 
market for the best deals in equipment and training. 16 As the 
U.S. defense budget has decreased, so has our ability to leverage 
government dollars and government personnel to provide 
military assistance to our allies. 

The downsizing of the U.S. military, the drawdown of U.S. 
troops stationed abroad, and the reluctance of the United States 
to commit troops overseas have changed the way we look at 
security assistance and have increased the attractiveness of 
contracting out military services. Increasingly viewed as a cost- 
effective alternative, privatiz~ed assistance provides an expedient 
foreign policy tool for the President. It helps an administration 
stretch a shrinking budget while avoiding troop deployments 
where risk are high and national security interests may be low. ~7 
The crux of privatization is the transfer of a heretofore closely 
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held pol i~  instrument from government to the private sector and 
permitting it to be accomplished for profit. Current policy, with 
its reshaping of  accountability, a lack of  public visibility on 
security assistance, and the impact of  budget constraints and a 
smaller military force, fosters privatization. 

Since 1995, the U.S. Government has allowed private 
corporations to train foreign armies outside the umbrella of  
official security assistance programs, which represents a 
fundamental change. Now privatizzd military assistance can be 
provided under the terms of  a private contract negotiated 
between the military consultant firm and the foreign government,  
all with minimal oversight or control by the U.S. Government. 
For example, in 1995 the Republic of  Croatia hired MPRI  to 
train its ,army trader a private contract be~veen the firm and the 
government. After the signing of  the Dayton Peace Accords, the 
Federation of Bosnia-Herzegox4na also contracted with MPRI  to 
train its armed forces as part of  the "Equip and Train" program. 
The basis for this program was President Clinton's promise of  
training programs and provision of  nonlethal assistance for the 
Bosnian Federation in his letter to then-Senate Majority Leader 
Rober t  Dole:iS 

First of all, the United States will take a leadership role in 
coordinating an international effort to ensure the Bosnian 
Federation receives the assistance necessary to achieve an 
adequate military balance when IFOR leaves. Training 
programs and provision of nonlethal assistance can begin 
immediately after the peace agreement enters into force. ''19 

In order to keep the American contingent of  uniformed I F O R  
peacekeepers impartial and minimize U.S. military involvement, 
the U.S. Government encouraged private firms to offer their 
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services. B.M., SAID, and MARI all bid on this contract; MARI 
was selected by the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina. 
Mohamed Sacribey, at the time Bosnian foreign minister, said his 
government selected MAR/because it was the next best thing to 
U.S. military assistance. 2° (It should be noted that up to this 
time in the Balkans, MARI has worked very closely with the U.S. 
Government and adheres to government-prescribed guidelines 
for contracting.) 

In yet another non-U.S. Government security assistance 
program, MARI has secured a military assistance contract with 
Angola. It has received a license to provide training to the army 
and police forces of Angola. As of April 1998, this contract was 
in the last phase of negotiations. 

Current policy also directs firms desiring to provide privatiz~ed 
military assistance to submit to a formal approval process by U.S. 
Government agencies. The Arms Export Control Act and the 
International Traffic in Arms Regulation detail the procedures 
implemented by the Department of State's Office of Defense 
Trade Controls (ODTC). After first registering with ODTC as 
a private company desiring to export, the firm must apply for a 
Technical Assistance Agreement (TAA), essentially a license, to 
provide a defense ser~ice. The private firm can then negotiate a 
contract with the foreign government for services to be rendered, 
the final version of which the firm must submit to ODTC for 
approval. ODTC staffs it through the State Department's 
country desk and finally to the Department of Defense. The final 
approval for this contract rests with the SES-level chief of 
ODTC. Under this process, the State Department must noti~, 
Congress of any contract exceeding $50 million. Despite these 
specific controls, private firms may first solicit business, then 
apply for a license from the State Department to conduct training 
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or other military expertise abroad. This administrative process 
takes place without any congressional oversight or even a report 
to Congress for all contracts under $50 million. 

Congressional Oversight 
Continuing a trend that began in the 1970s, Congress has 
increased its oversight of  national securit 3, policy, including 
security assistance programs. 2~ The Senate and House use 
legislation to delimit and guide implementation of  military 
assistance programs. 22 They include or exclude specific nations 
and designate the level of  funding for each? 3 The role of  
Congress is to act as a checks and balances system on the 
executive branch for foreign policy through lawmaking, funding, 
confirmation of personnel, oversight power, war power, or treat-y 
power. 24 This ever-increasing congressional oversight, as 
perceived by the executive branch, has made it so cumbersome for 
the U.S. Government to provide security assistance as a tool of  
foreign policy that, as a result, the United States has opted in part 
for privatized alternatives. Thus, the unintended consequence of 
increased oversight has in fact moved a critical element of  foreign 
polkzy to a private, pay-as-you-go affair. A post-Cold War world, 
increased regional instability, and a downsized U.S. military are 
factors that make the privatized alternative an attractive foreign 
policy tool. 

The real problem is that privatized military assistance does not 
receive the same scrutiny as do government security assistance 
programs. Congressional review of  FMS and IMET programs 
become part of  public record. However, once the process starts 
down the private path, Congress receives notification only if the 
contract is greater than $50 million. As lethal or consequence- 
laden as the), may be, most service contracts for training a foreign 
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army not involving the sale of military hardware cost less than 
this. In fact, MY'RI contracts for training foreign armies, with 
the exception of the most recent renewal of the Bosnia contract, 
have all been for amounts of less than $50 million. 
Consequently, a private firm can train another nation's army 
without congressional notification, much less congressional 
approval. Thus, significant foreign policy actions related to 
foreign security assistance do not receive the benefit of the checks 
and balances system inherent in our system of government. 

One can ,argue that avoiding congressional oversight is not ,all 
bad, mad indeed privatized assistance offers some significant 
advantages. The United States can pursue its geopolitical 
interests without deploying forces into harm's way. When 
budget constraints and political sensitivities make it imprudent to 
overtly commit the power, prestige, and tax dollars of the United 
States directly, an adininistration can still implement foreign 
policy through private contracting. Thus removed from the 
purview of Congress because of the proprietary nature of the 
contracg haternational military assistance stays out of the political 
and public arenas. Additionally, congressional oversight and 
approvals take a great deal of time and often become mired in the 
politics of the moment. Privatization of this outsourcing 
effectively end-runs Congress and at the same time increases the 
President's ability to react and implement policy in a rapidly 
changing world. 

Privatization, it can be argued, is also a much more cost- 
effective way for the United States to implement policy ,and 
influence actions. The deployment of U.S. Armed Forces to 
support security assistance programs represents a significant 
expense to U.S. taxpayers. Because contracting shifts the cost to 
the recipient, the United States can help an ally and improve 
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stability without committing forces or directly spending U.S. 
dollars. Furthermore, when a private company commits to a 
contract, it x~411 not have ,another military commitment in another 
part of the world arise to pull it away. Private firms also have 
access to a large pool of highly qualified military members. For 
example, a private firm like IMPRI can afford to send 20 former 
U.S. Army colonels to Bosnia, while the U.S. Armv would have 
to strip more than an entire combat division to muster that 
many. 

Yet, cost effectiveness is not always the best and certainly not 
the only criterion on which to base polio. The United States has 
the best military in the world; our soldiers' commitment to 
democratic values serves as an example to all. With the power 
and prestige that comes with being the world's only superpower, 
the United States should influence global security through closely 
controlled and government-monitored policies. Why should we 
allow private corporations to accomplish what is certainly more 
appropriately and legitimately in the government domain? The 
United States can reinforce its place in the world community and 
bolster its relationship with allies by committing forces.. More 
importantly, unintended consequences of security assistance 
programs can be better managed if they remain under 
government control. In this uncertain world with its shifting 
alliances, the United States should stand strongly and visibly 
behind its commimaents, or not undertake them in the first place. 
Moreover, we should not forget that the Constitution intended 
for the Congress to be a constitutionally independent, coequal, 
and democratically rooted voice in shaping U.S. foreign policy. 2s 
This includes routine oversight of Defense Department 
activities. 26 The use of privatized assistance circumvents time- 
tested congressional and public rex4ews intcgral to the system of 
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checks and balances that makes the U.S. Government unique. 
Privatized assistance represents a course of least resistance, which 
is not the best way to conduct foreign policy in the long run. 

Foreign Policy by Default 
~ private military consultant corporations seek out business 
opportunities around the world, they are essentially making 
foreign poli~ Mthout involvement of our elected officials or the 
public. The nature of the contract and the fact that it is bet~veen 
the private firm and the foreign government shield it from public 
view. The State Department does not have to disclose any 
information about contracted operations on the grounds it is 
considered proprietary information. 27 When the executive and 
legislative br,mches are marginalized from thc dynamics of 
providing military assistance, foreign policy is made by default. 
In short, busine~ss interests motivated by profit are shaping 
foreign policy through the hiring out of military assistance. 
Hence, governmental transparency in foreign policy is lost to the 
privatization process when the public is not aware of major 
government-inspired operations because there is no U.S. troop 
deployment or monetary cost. 2s 

The major example of foreign policy by default is privatized 
military assistance prox4ded to Croatia. The State Department 
issued a license to MPRI and approved its contract in 1995. At 
this time, Croatia had been independent for only 3 years, during 
which it had been engaged nonstop in a cR41 war within the 
former Yugosla~4a. With training and consultation from ~ ' R I ,  
the pre~4ously incompetent Croatian Army was transformed into 
a modern fighting fbrce that surprised foes and observers alike 
with quick, choreographed movements of combined artillery, 
armor, and infantry to flank the Serb forces in August 1995, just 
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a few short months after MPRI began reshaping Croatian 
f o r c e s .  29 The entire operation bore the steanp of the minds that 
had orchestrated Desert Sto~t. 3° 

This Croatian bli~krieg, Operation Stomn, resulted in a 
~4ctory that displaced over 100,000 Serbs and drastically changed 
the map of the Balkans; it probably also brought the Serbs to the 
peace table. It is widely perceived that Croatia launched this 
attack with the tacit approval of the United States. Given the 
close ties of MPRI to the U.S. Government, one might well 
conclude that the U.S. unofficially encouraged this measure as a 
means to reach a peace. At best, the Croatian experience depicts 
foreign polic 3, without involvement of U.S. troops or money. It 
produced favorable, if unintended, consequences. At worst, it is 
backroom foreign policy manipulated by the U.S. Government 
with the complicity of a private military consultant corporation. 

Angola is another case of foreign policy by default. There, 
MPRI is planning to train the forces of Eduardo dos Santos 
despite his government's abysmal record on human rights. The 
administration would have a hard time selling Congress or the 
public on the policy of sending American troops to Angola to 
train its army. Unstable politically and with a recent history of 
both sides hiring mercenaries to fight a bloody civil war, Angola 
is clearly not a model candidate for U.S. security assistance, but 
it seems flae Angolan Go~:mment wiU be receiving the equivalent 
in the form of privatized assistance. If this attempt to reform its 
military fails, the United States can distance itself from any 
official involvement. This is an illustration of how the lack of 
accountability allows foreign policy makers to support causes in 
a less than transparent manner. The aim appears to permit the 
administration to have the influence it wants without the political 
fallout and economic costs incurred from sending in U.S. Armed 
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Forces. This trend seems to justify what has become, in effect, 
the polio T of giving increased military strength to those who can 
afford it. '~1 

There is a fundamental difference between conducting foreign 
policy and running a private international business. In 
international business, investors seek to make a profit. Their 
attractiveness to potential clients is in the promise of economic 
grm~ck and development fbr the foreign nation. With privatizx:d 
military assistance, corporate military consult,mrs sell improved 
military power as a product to their customers. This "kind of 
product can rapidly change d~e balance of power w~thin a country 
or region. Despite the rhetoric about training and integrating a 
disciplined military into socie~, most governments in developing 
countries see an improved military first as a way to control 
internal politics better and only second as a way to be more 
independent regionally. Improvement of an army means the 
potential for better management and application of violence to 
achieve political ends, first domestically and then internationally. 
Despite what the trainer may impart, from the recipient's point 
of view military ex~pertise is quite divorced from democratization, 
human rights, and free economic practices. 

This type of policy raises suspicions in the minds of allies. 
They will inevitably question the true commitment and 
intentions of a nation that speaks out of both sides of its mouth. 
In a multinational peace mission, it can disturb our parmers and 
may even put U.S. troops at risk because of the appearance of 
partiality. Bosnia is a perfect example of this dichotomy. NATO 
Stabilization Force (SFOR) troops, including Americans, serving 
there since 1995 seek to keep the peace and appear impartial. Yet 
the private ftrm prox~iding milita_, T assistance to the Federation of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina comprises Americans, including retired 
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generals. These private, contracted ex-soldiers hired to train send 
a mixed signal. On one hand, active dut 3, U.S. uniformed 
soldiers serving in SFOR must maintain impartiality as peace 
enforccrs mnong the former warring factions. On the other 
hand, the United States allows its private citizens to train one 
sidc to bccomc more effective w,~ghtcrs, from individual soldier 
skills to development of national integrated strategy. 

Corruption of the Military 
Private military consultants who train foreign armies outside the 
umbrella of official securi~' assistance programs unwittingly 
undermine and corrupt the American military institution. 
Despite their apparent legitimacy based on their increased use as 
an informal foreign policy tool, in selling military expertise to 
other nations consultants taint basic American military ethics and 
blur the distinction between active duw soldiers and private 
consultants working for profit. The corporate appearance of 
these consultant firms, their connections with senior Defense 
Department officials, many of whom are life-long colleagues, and 
their locations in Washington, DC, seem to add respectability to 
the selling of warfighting skills. Nevertheless, these military 
consultants remain officcrs and soldiers, despite the fact that they 
have retired from active military service to their country, because 
they continue to participate and tr,-dn others in the art of war. 

Retired mad former milita W who work for private 
corporations no longer owe formal allegiance to the United 
States in the same way as active duty soldiers. They are not 
bound by the codes, rules, and regulations that make the military 
services unique. As these private firms seek to improve militaries 
around the world, we are left trusting the moral conscience of a 
profit-motivated corporation for the actions of private citizens in 
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their capacity as trainers of a deadly profession. In essence, we 
have soldiers who have taken off the American uniform 
performing soldier tasks without the traditional rules, sanctions, 
or restraints imposed by a responsible government. 

The U.S. military holds a special place in the hearts and minds 
of the American people, a bond as unique as America's 
civilization. This is jeopardized by the participation of former 
U.S. military officers and noncommissioned officers in 
international privatized military assistance. Both commissioned 
and noncommissioned officers are entrusted with the lives of 
their soldiers and employ them to fight and win the nation's 
wars. Among professionals in the United States, military officers 
consistently rank among the 10 highest on the scale of most 
respected. This stems from the integrity and values of the officer 
corps and the spirit of selfless service as embodied in the dub' , 
honor, country creed. Moreover, the military professional's 
"behavior in relation to society is guided by an awareness that his 
skill can only be utilized for purposes approved by society 
through its political agent, the state. "32 Samuel Huntington, in 
his classic work concerning the soldier and his relationship to 
society, also noted, "The motivations of the officer are a technical 
love for his craft ,and the sense of social obligation to utilize this 
craft for the benefit of society. '''+3 These words describe the way 
society feels about and interacts with the military. When former 
officers sell their skills on the international market for profit, the 
entire profession loses its moral high ground with the American 
people. 

The new paradigm of privatized international military 
assistance has far-reaching implications in the American 
democratic culture. It can profoundly change how we as a 
society interact with our military. The delicate balance among 
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the military, the government, mad the people, the Clausewitzian 
trinity, is essential to our democratic culture. 34 This invaluable 
relationship has allowed us to successfully fight and vein wars and 
provide a preeminent, effective foreign policy that coordinates 
ends, ways, and means in the overall grand strategy. However, 
this balance depends on the premise that our nation's military 
expertise is truly a servant of the nation and its people. As we 
blur the lines between corporate private military contracted by a 
foreign nation and our uniformed services, this premise becomes 
suspect and unbalances the trinity. The public could well begin 
to rely on the outsourcing of private military consultants to 
perform tasks traditionally done by active-duty uniformed 
military. Soon, the public and the government could feel that 
the).' could hire out military missions as if they were commercial 
enterprises. This would fundamentally redefine the military 
within socieDq mad public mist would become part of history. 

If the use of private military consultants becomes increasingly 
acceptable as a means to implement foreign poliw, the public 
would associate the military with the profit motive--private firms 
are motivated by financial reward, while duw, loyalty, and 
allegiance to the country motivate the uniformed soldier, as The 
American public's faith in their military leaders would surely 
deteriorate when the public realizes that despite paying the 
military relatively well during active service and providing a 
generous pension, the retired military seek to cash in on their 
skills in foreign lands. It is hard to understand how one day the 
general in uniform is a selfless servant of the state motivated by 
love of country and dedicated to soldiers, and the day after 
retirement is selling his services to file highest foreign bidder. 
This contradicts the military ethic of selfless service and cheapens 
the profession of arms in the eyes of the public. The same is true 
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for all the other ranH as well. The public would eventually 
replace the trust it places in the hands of  our military leaders to 
lead and care for the sons and daughters of  3anerica with the 
cynical belief that they are in it only for the money. 

The military is very different from may other profession and 
is unique specifically because it comprises experts in warmaking 
and in the organized use of  violence. 3~ As professionals, military 
officers are bound by a code of  cthics, serve a higher purpose, mad 
fulfill a societal need. Their craft sets them apart from other 
professionals in that the application of  military power is not 
comparable to a commercial service. Military professionals deal 
in life and death matters, and the application of  their craft has 
potential implications for the rise and fall of  governments. The 
means of  managing violence must  therefore never be released 
from service to the state, even for the most appealing of  
international situations. As Hunt ington so accurately 
summar ize ,  "Socie~, has a direct, continuing, and general 
interest in the emplo~a~qent of this skill for the enhancement of  its 
own military security. While all professions ,arc to some extent 
regulated by the state, the military profession is monopolized by 
t h e  s t a t c .  ~37 

Conclusions 
The United Stares must be ve W careful to whom and under what 
conditions it sells the expertise m manage violence. Providing 
training without strings to organize and wage war is much like 
letting the genie out of  the bottle. We cannot predict hove, 
when, or why it will be used. The unintended consequences of  
widespread privatized military assistance around the globe could 
be disastrous. A better trained army may just be enough to 
trigger a regional war or power struggle, not to mention the 
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possibilities of internal repression. Despite well-intentioned 
instruction on primacy of civilian rule, rule of law, human rights, 
and democratization, building better ,'u-mies around the world 
will not necessarilv lead to stability or peace. The bottom line is, 
U.S. military expertise should not be for sale to the internatkmal 
market by private military consultant firms. 

The United States should not employ private military 
consultants as a tool of foreign policy to train other nations' 
armies to fight wars. Private military assistance provided under 
contract between the firm and the foreign nation is not subject to 
congressional oversight or public scrutiny, because the contents 
of  the contract are considered proprietary information. Thus, 
privatization is a way of going around Congress and not telling 
the public. Foreign policy is made by default to private military 
consultants motivated by bottom-line profits. Current policy 
allows and even encourages this new tTpe of outsourcing, as 
shown in Croatia, in Bosnia, and soon in Angola. It has become 
an attractive, no-risk alternative in aaa era of shrinking resources. 

Despite State Department licensing and approval procedures 
for privatized assistance, implementation is effectively removed 
from the purview of bod~ Congress mad the public. Despitc the 
apparent benefits of cost effectiveness and lack of risk, private 
military assistance will always lack the power and legitimacy 
required of U.S foreign policy in the world community. While 
privatization may be touted as reform, it serves as a device to 
remove military expertise from the realm of public 
accountability. 38 It allows the President and his administration 
to conduct foreign policy without the costs or the commitment 
of U.S. troops and to distance themselves should the policy not 
work. 
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If left to free market forces, the priwatization of military 
services provided for profit to the international community 
corrupts our military by undermining faith in the institution and 
lessening public trust. It also creates a private organization of 
military ex~pertise motivated by profit and neither employed by 
nor accountable to the government. Further, it upsets the 
delicate balance among the government, the people, and the 
military by blurring thc lines between a military that works for 
the state and one that works for profit through the sale of 
military exT~rtise. When military personnel, albeit retired, switch 
allegiance from the state to the private sector and the almighty 
dollar, they destroy the credibility of our uniformed forces. 

Recommendations 
The United States must change the current policy, which allows 
direct private military assistance to foreign ,armies, to one that 
puts control of contracts for military services with the 
Government. The U.S. Department of Defense should be the 
only agency allowed to provide or contract for this t).q~e of 
assistance. Huntington had it right: The provision of military 
serxSces, especially the training of foreign armies, must remain a 
monopoly of the state. This will ensure the appropriate level of 
oversight and integration into foreign polic% as well as retain our 
militar~s integrity, as an institution and accountability to the 
public. 

If an administration cannot gain the backing of the American 
people to send uniformed forces, then the United States should 
not send its private citizens to do soldierly chores. Neither 
should a shrinking budget be an excuse to privatize military 
assistance either. Moreover, if we lack the military resources to 
conduct poll W through our legislated security assistance 
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prograans, we must suppress our appetite for military 
engagement around the globe or find alternative nonmilitary 
substitutes. Our nation must decide whether to incre~e our 
Armed Forces to carry on this type of  foreign policy or just not 
do it. Our leaders mttst make these tough choices; otherwise we 
will continue to employ private military consultants to perform 
missions best left to our uniformed Armed Forces. We should 
not allow our leadership to elude direct responsibility by allowing 
the private sector to do what the public sector is unwilling or 
unable to do. Political expediency is not an excuse. 
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Strategic Thinking 
in an Era of Intervention 

J O H N  R I C H A R D S O N  

We must not cease from exploration and the end of all our exploring will 
be to arrive where we began and to knmv the place for the first time. 

T. S. Eliot 

The art of strategy has challenged the most astute minds. History 
is both decorated with the spoils of strategic success and littered 
with the consequences of strategic miscalculation. Nation states 
and millions of lives hang in the balance in this game of highest 
stakes. Anybody who plays blackjack tmderstands this. The rules 
are simple: One plays against the dealer; as each hand unfolds, 
players assess how that hand has shifted the "balance" of 
remaining face cards and aces--in blackjack, these cards are 
power. Over many hands, the odds are close m even for a s~llful 
player capable of keeping track of the balance of "power" and 
adjusting the stakes at risk appropriately. At many levels the 
Cold War was like playing blackjack--but we've left the table. 

C~nma~l~rJohn Richardson, USN, shared third place in the 1998 Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff Strategy Essay Competition with this entr3, , written while 
attending the National War College. 
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Throughout history, strateD', particularlv military strategy., 
has been linked to tcchnolog W. The parnlership bet~veen 
technology and strateg 3, has made it easier for one nation to 
intervene quicker ,and deeper into others' territories to threaten 
their military ,-rod civilian strucmrc. This trend has progressed 
along both weapons range and mobiliw. Consequently, a 
nation's abiliw to prevent other actors from exerting 
influencembringing force to bear--within its own borders has 
been consistently eroded. As weapon range has grown from the 
long-bow at Agincourt, to artillery and rifles, to barrels in the 
Civil War, to advanced artillery in World War I, weapon 
effectiveness has gradually increased, allowing ,an army greater 
stand-off distance. Similarly, as mobility has increased from the 
forced march in Napoleon's Wars, to the use of trains in the 
Mississippi Campaign in the Civil War and the Schlieffen Plan in 
World War I, to troop ships at Normandy and in the Pacific in 
World War II, the speed with which one could travel over 
distances and strike deep within as1 opponent's borders was 
increased. These two trends were, perhaps, first fully synthesized 
in the blitzkrieg of the German Panzer division in World War IX 
and, most certainly, with the advent of urban bombing 
campaigns against Germany and Japan. In these two cases, 
mobility and weapon technology combined in unprecedented 
ways to permit striking the enemy well within his borders. 

The ncxt leap in intervention capabiliB, came with the launch 
of Sputnik in 1957, coupled with the maturation of nuclear 
weapons programs by several nations. Now, for the first time, an 
adversary could "'reach" into another nation from intercontinental 
range and deliver devastating destruction. The implications were 
unmistakable: the new weapons were truly strategic, transcending 
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the tactical/operational dimensions to strike directly at the 
national strategic level. 

However, designing, building, and fielding these weapons 
required access to relatively advanced scientific, manufacturing, 
and material resources, which limited the number of  actors who 
could belong to this exclusive club. For those who chose to join, 
nuclear weapons left a "technological signature" that was easy to 
see ,and monitor.  The signature was so clear that a strategy of  
nuclear deterrence could be developed in all its manifestations, 
from "nuclear parity" in the number and capability, of  deployed 
warheads, to the abilit T to respond to nuclear attack with a 
retaliatory strike in a matter of  minutes. 

The post-Cold War era may well turn out  to be the Era of  
Intervention, for the capability to intervene has been taken to a 
new level. A growing array of  tools allows small groups (both 
state and nonstate actors) to achieve devastating destruction 
within a nation's borders. These new weapons, permitt ing the 
few to threaten the many, require relatively low technolo~,  but  
are exceedingly difficult to detect, monitor,  and control. Actual 
use of  biological, chemical, or information weapons is quite 
difficult to trace to their source. This makes a strategy, of  
deterrence a weak reed. 

Concurrently, the United Nations is increasingly inclined to 
establish a military presence on the ground inside national 
borders. While these missions are for peacekeeping, 
peacemaking, starvation and genocide prevention, and a host of  
other  humanitarian tasks--and are not  necessarily "imposed" 
against a nation's will--they are, nevertheless, interventions. The 
net result is that now, more than at any time since the Treat}, of  
Westphalia, borders are no impediment to intervention. 
Consequently, the strategic realm has drastically changed. 
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In a world no longer set in a two-piece mold, the United 
States is, with or without the complici D, of  the international 
community,, the actor who sets the terms of  interaction. This 
realiw requires careful consideration of  the ensuing strategic 
implications. Otherwise, the new hierarchy will bring more 
vulnerability, than opportuniD' , with the U.S. adwmtage slowly 
decaying, thus opening the door to a world where anarchy reigns. 

The Strategic Realm 
The master strategist operates in a unique world comprising 
conflicting goals, perceptional prisms, ,and subtle maa~euvers, 
where eve D, action must be assessed for its strategic impact. Like 
a chess grandmaster, he must see the strategic implications of  
events and act to take fullest advantage of  the situation. 

Let's call this '~,orld" of  the strategist the strategic realm--an 
"idea space." "Geograph):' in this realm corresponds to a strategic 
understanding. To "occup}: terrain in the strategic realm means 
to have synthesized the strategic implications into one's 
decisionmaking process. The realm taken as a whole contains 
total strategic knowledge; to occupy the whole strategic realm 
means to have complete strategic understanding. Unfortunately, 
it is an immutable principle that no matter how hard one works 
at probing over the strategic horizon, no single strategist can 
occupy the whole realm at once. Everyone has "blind spots" 
generated by cultural biases, perceptive limits, and the often 
unforeseeable intent of  the opponent. A region of  the realm 
exclusively occupied by one actor includes all strategic 
implications not considered in the strategic process of  other 
actors. Thus, one is always x~alnerable to strategic surprise. 

Historically, the strategic realm has been well differentiated. 
The basic characteristics of  most historical strategies divide into 
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clear patterns: offensive or defensive, deterrent or coercing, 
conventional or nuclear, and other categories. A strategy may 
have been very aggressive and interventionist--such as U.S. 
strategy in Korea---or deterrent to prevent intervention--such as 
the U.S. strategy of  containing the Soviet Union. One may have 
had an overall defensive posture, such as the early strategy of  the 
Chinese during the war against Japan (both Red Army and 
Kuomintang Army together), or an offensive posture, such as the 
strategy of  Hitler's Wehrmacht at the start of  World War II. 
Historically, most strategies have been "Westphalian," in that 
they involved interactions in well-defined, "traditional" national 
roles. 

That is changing. Whcn warning and rcsponsc arc scparatcd 
by mcre minutes, scconds, or nanoseconds, how can an action be 
classified as defensive or offensive? When a nation establishes 
military presence in another's sovereign territory to keep the 
peace or prevent hostile action by an internal tribal leader, is this 
dctcrrencc or coercion? Offense or defensive? Westphalian or 
post-Wcstphalian? Just as interstate borders have become less 
meaningful, traditional strategic boundaries have become more 
transparent. While the line separating strategic dimensions like 
defense and offensc was always gray, the availabiliu, of  weapons 
of  intervention has blurred these distinctions beyond recognition, 
creating a chaotic strategic em4ronment.  As complicated as the 
historical description in the previous paragraph might seem, the 
strategic reahn in the Era of  h~tervcntion is even more complex. 

All points on the stratcgic realm are now interlinked. Actixdq, 
in ,'in), one arca of  the strategic realm will reverberate in another 
remote region. Previously disconnected actors can now take 
advantage of  the global character of  conflict to "leap in" and seize 
the opportunity. These new "pile-on" actors may operate 
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as)~runetrically--synchronously or asynchronously--against thc 
s,q_rne actor, or a different actor. The strategic realm has become 
like a chaotic weather system, where a butterfl)Ps flight in China 
may cause a tornado in the Midwest. 

Figure 1 diagrams a conceptual strategic realm. Prominent in 
thc realm are cost and risk, acting like magnetic poles, be~veen 
which the strategic problem oscillates. The near-continuous 
transition from offense to defense, deterrence to coercion, 
conventional to WMD,  ,and state to nonstate actors is also 
shown. This is not meant to depict an all-inclusive set of  
interactions but merely to illustrate the chaotic and 
interconnected character of  the realm described above. 

Thc strategist must try to survey this realm from as many 
angles as possible to appreciate the different perspectives that 
others might bring to the task. Aspects that are neglected (and 
there will be some, as discusscd aix)ve) provide an opponent  with 
the oppormniD' to set exclusive control over that strategic region. 
Therefore, as the strategist tries to see as much of  the realm as 
possible, he is, simultaneously, tDdng to deny or disrupt--such 
situational aw~eness to the opponent. Any region within the 
strategic realm that is exclusivcly occupied accords an advantagc: 
a chance to conceal strategic options from the enemy and, should 
one choose to exploit that option, the opportunity to inflict 
strategic surprise. The goal of  the master strategist, then, is to 
maximize the extent of  the strategic terrain that is seen and 
grasped, while denying the same to onc's opponents. 

Given that the strategic realm contains all strategic 
possibilities, it would be helpful if there wcre a way to map the 
terrahl ,and thereby ease nax4gation. Ideally, this would guide the 
strategist over as much of  the realm as possible, providing the 
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Figure 1. The Strategic Realm 
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broadest maderstanding of all strategic alternatives before a final 
decision is made. Frameworks, or models, are useful in this 
context. The best include an identification of interests (ends), the 
resources to achieve or defend them (means), and the preferred 
method by which one goes about it (ways). They push the user 
out to the edges of the realm not by describing realiu' but by 
asking the right questions. With respect to the strategic realm, 
all strategically relevant frameworks fall into three basic 
categories: linear, regional (regions in the strategic realm, which 
do not directly coincide with geographic regions), and cyclic. 

Linear frameworks (e.g., "top-down," or "bottom-up" 
approaches) have ~vo major drawbacks. First, they do not allow 
for the inherent interdependence among the ends, ways, and 
means. Second, in tiffs age of ahnost instantaneous feedback, 
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these models do not prox4de for the constant reassessment that is 
the essence of strategic decisions. 

'q~.egional" models, including scenario-driven, threat-driven, 
mission-driven, and risk-minimizing approaches, identi~, a part 
of the strategic rcalm as the primary area of concern. This pre- 
designation limits the range of strategic options. Worse, a 
demarcated field in the strategic realm necessarily defines regions 
that are not considered, providing a bold "available" sign for an 
enemy to stake his claim. Like linear frameworks, regional 
approaches are also static; they fail to provide for self-evaluation. 

The best strategic frameworks are dynamic, incorporating the 
nonlinear interdependence of ends, ways, and means and the 
necessi~ to reevaluate all a.spccts of the stratcgT: they are iterativc 
(cyclic) and free of self-imposed constraints. When mapped in 
the strategic realm, cyclic frameworks encompass a dynamic area, 
a "strategic field," representing the spectrum of comprehension 
that has been incorporated into the strategic process. The 
strategist's goal is to expand the cycle until it captures the largest 
possible strategic field. 

D r i v i n g  the  Cyc le :  

Reality, Information, Perception 
Information is the primary force that drives the strategic cycle. 
The information revolution has transformed the worlds of 
finance, securit-y, and personal communications, seamlessly 
connecting people across borders. Yet, just as strategic failure 
has very rarely been due to a lack of information, more 
information does not automatically lead to better strategic 
performance, h~ a data-rich environment, it is more important 
than ever to systematically think through the impact of 
information on the strategic process. 
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I.ikc a master bridge player, the strategist must constantly 
discern, weigh, and bakmce the objective~s of  each fellow-player 
and try to estimate the cards each h,~s to achieve those objectives. 
As a bridge player responds to successive bids--interpreting bids 
to estimate opponents '  hands--a  strategist responds to 
information, striving to grasp its strategic implications. The 
player that best understands not just information, but the 
~:trate~ic transfo~nation of  information, will triumph. 
Information drives the interaction of  ends, ways, ,and means. 
Information about results (success or failure) is the force that 
fuels the necessary midcoursc corrections. 

There is a subtle but important difference between ,'m actual 
event or fact, and infonnadon about that event or fact. Some facts 
make themselves very clearly and unmistakably ka:own. As one 
proven strategist has put it, "Nothing gets your attention likes 
explosions on },our runway. '"  In these cases, there is little 
difference between the information about the event a.nd the actual 
event. But, in many cases, there is considerable difference 
between what actually happened and thc report describing what 
happened. These differences arise for a variety of  reasons: 
legitimate tectmical errors in communication, unintended 
perceptual distortion of  a message as ir passes from sender to 
receiver, and deliberate distortion of a message by an actor (allied 
or hostile) who stands to gain from such distortion. Creation of  
information that is completely fNse, haxqng no connection with 
an actual eveng is an ex~eme case of deliberate distortion. When 
differences arise between an actual event and the information 
about that event, it is the infm~nadon about the event that drives 
the strategic cycle, not the actual event. If  an informational 
report is always taken ,as truth, rather than somebody's (or 
something's) representation of the truth, this perceptual bias will 
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skew strategy. The strategist must keep this difference in mind 
when digesting information, for to neglect it is to create 
xnalnerabilities. 

The  M e d i u m  is Not  the Message 
Different notations can be used to highlight the difference 
bem,een raw information and its strategic content. Information 
(such ,as an intelligence report or a photograph) that is anal}~ed 
in terms of strategic implications--and thereby "transformed" 
onto the strategic realm--is referred to as a strategic vector 
(SV). 2 Like any vector, it has amplitude and direction. An SV 
not only connects data points in the strategic ream (e.g., ends to 
ways, ways to means), but also carries strategic "messages" 
between thc two points. The strategic vector drives the strategic 
cycle (e.g. the nature of the interrelationship of ends to ways, 
ways to means). As it affects the strategic cycle, the SV that 
results from the transformation of raw information comprises 
three elements: strategic signal (SS), strategic noise (SN), and 
strategic antisignal (SAS). One could say that: 

S V = S S  + SN + S A S  

Strategic signal (SS) "expands" the strategic cycle, providing 
a broader tmderstanding of the strategic problem. It "opens the 
strategist's eyes" to a wider range of ,alternatives. By according 
the strategist more options to ponder, SS, by its nature, s/ows 
down the strategic cycle, lengthening the decisionmaking process. 
To illustrate, an intelligence report that provides new insight into 
enemy intentions or capabilities, such as the first satellite image 
clearly showing a secretly acquired weapons system, should 
generate an effort to determine the reasmas for acquisition, the 
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methocL¢ of emplo)~-nent, and most importantly, the implications 
for the enemy's ability to wage war. For example, Israeli 
intelligence knew well beforc thc Yore Kippur War that Egypt 
and Svria had acquired advanced surface-to-air missiles and 
guided antitank weapons. Thus, the surprise was the unex'pected, 
if not overwhelming, quantity ,and effectiveness of these weapons, 
rather than their mere emplo)~nent. Thc first wave of Eg3~tian 
and Syrian troops fired thousands of missiles, exacting a 
tremendous toll on Israeli tanks and aircraft. As Defense 
Minister Moshe Dayan said, "It wasn't that they had the 
weapons, we knew that. What surpriscd us was that they used 
them in such numbers." The Arabs had changed their way of 
w~, but israel had not factored that possibility, into its strategic 
cycle; it failed to occupy that portion of the strategic terrain. 
(kmsequently, Israel ahnost lost a war it couldn't afford to lose. 

The sccond component of information is strategic noise 
(SN), information that, for better or worse, has no impact on the 
cnclosed strategic field. It neither expands nor contracts the 
strategic wcle. SN comes in two forms: information that has no 
strategic implications for the problem at hand, merely cluttering 
the picture and wasting valuable time before being discarded; and 
information that should have strategic implications, but is 
disregarded before the implications are fully considered. The 
latter is really unrecognized SS, as the following example 
illustrates. In Vietnam, before the 1968 Tet offensive, the 
enem):s plans outlining the surprise attack were discovered and 
turned over to the American command. Although the plaals were 
exact and detailed (SS!), they were treated as SN because they 
did not fit the kanerican notion of the opponent's strategic aims. 
Instead of rejecting the possibility, of attack because the plan 
appeared to be suicidal, U.S. planners should have expanded their 
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strategic cycle, trying to understand how such an attack could 
serve the enemas rational objectives. Had this minimal level of 
credibility been given, the Americans could have at least 
attempted to exploit their tactical x,ictory at Tet, before ceding 
strategic victory to the North Vietnamese. Instead, a chance to 
explore new strategic ground had passed unrecognized, 
contributing to our ultimate defeat. 

The third element of information is strategic anti-signal 
(SAS). SAS tends to collapse the strategic cycle, making it both 
smaller and faster, as viable options are erroneously eliminated. 
False information, deliberately inserted as part of a deception 
plan, is an example of SAS. Perhaps the best example of effective 
SAS was the creation of "The Man Who Never Was, "3 whereby 
Churchill and British Intelligence convinced Germany that the 
Allies were to invade Sardinia and Greece, instead of the actual 
target: Sicily. Based on this information, Hitler discarded the 
Sicily inva~sion as a strategic option, redirecting his defenses to 
cover false targets. 

A more subtle but no less effective version of SAS occurred 
during the Yom Kippur War. The primary reason for the 
successful surprise was Israel's self-perception of invulnerabili~,. 
On September 13, 1973, only 23 days before the surprise attack, 
Israel and S)a'ia engaged in a major air-to-air battle, in which 13 
Syrian jets were shot down. While the Israelis clearly won the 
tactical air battle, the strategic effect worked against them. The 
information was transformed into the strategic realm as SAS, 
reinforcing thc mistaken notion that the Arabs would engage the 
Israeli Air Force in air-to-air combat, which Israel would 
decisively win. In fact, the enemy's plan hinged on as}wnmetry: 
surface-to-air missiles rather than air-to-air combat. 
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The analysis offered above indicates that the same data can be 
interpreted as SS, SN,  or SAS. As illustrated by figure 3, the 
transformation of  information into a strategic vector occurs via 
the perception of the strategist, the prism through which the 
information must pass before entering the strategic cycle. 

Figure 3. Information Transformed by Strat~ist's Prisw~ 
into a Strategic Vector 
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This transformation affects the grand strategist, the military 
strategist, the diplomat, and the economic advisor. Each has a 
distinct prism, a critical filter through which every bit of  
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information must pass. These strategists must work together to 
realize the National Security Strategy. Through their 
interactions, the dynamic strategic cycle expands to its full 
potential, bringing in all the elements of  national power into a 
single, integrated framework. 

Developing the Strategic Cycle 
Grand strategy must consider all elements of  national power: 
diplomatic, economic, and military. While each subordinate has 
its own strategic cycle--with tailored ends, ways~ and means--all  
support the grand strategic cycle. To achieve a coherent national 
security strategy, the grand strategist must align and synchronize 
the strategic cycles for each of  the elements of  power. 

Grand strategy is no longer the sum of its parts. It is now a 
nonlinear synthesis of  the subordinate strategic cycles with the 
grand strategy. The once relatively discrete fields of  diplomacy, 
economics, and defense have been seamlessly fused. The 
President, Ambassador, military Cormx~ander in Chief (CINC), 
and the economic advisor must operate synergistically. The 
increasing tendency to intervene, coupled with the global flow of  
information, creates a situation whereby the grand strategist can 
be called upon to account for, in near-real time, the consequences 
of  any step taken by ,any other U.S. actor, no matter how trivial 
or remote. All strategists are now chaotically interlinked. A shot 
heard in Bosnia echoes in the White House. The result is a new 
dimension for strategic engagement-- the strategic framework is 
no longer a cycle, but a vortex. 

Figure 4 depicts ~vo directions for the flow of  strategic 
vectors (SVs): internal (connecting cycle-to-cycle) and external 
(driving the cycles around). Internal strategic vectors connect the 
grand strategist to his subordinate strategists; they also link each 
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strategic dimension with the others. External strategic vectors 
drive the speed of the strategic cycles, thus demarcating the 
strategic field. As Sun Tzu suggests, the two directions are 
mutually reproductive. The existence of ex'cernal vectors 
(generated by the transformation of  external information) 
necessitates a proportional net~vork of  internal vectors to 
communicate the strategic implications throughout the strategic 
vortex. Should the internal vectors prove inadequate, the 
strategic cycle could be desynchronized, overdriven by external 
events. Establishing and maintaining this proportionaliw have 
critical ramifications for the strategic practitioner. 

Within the three-dimensional strategic vortex, the goal of  all 
strategists is now m,ofold: Within any component strategic cycle, 
the first goal is t() maximize the size of  the strategic field; the 
second goal is to maintain all component strategic cycles aligned 
and synchroniz'vd. Inadequate internal strategic information flow 
risks strategic incoherence. 

Caught in the Vortex 
The grand strategist must communicate with each of  his 
subordinates frequently enough and fast enough to ensure that 
they stay ,aligned. The Internal Vectors must be proportional to 
the External Vectors that are driving the component strategic 
cycles. The faster and more forcefully events are moving, the 
stronger internal connections within the vortex must be. In 
toda);s crises, near seamless communications must exist to achieve 
a stable net-work. Each strategist must ensure that connections 
within the vortex respond at le, ast as fast as events drive the vortex. 
If  one strategic cycle should, through inadequate connectiviw, 
become isolated or desynchronized, the vortex becomes m, isted, 
and the grand strategic framework falls apart. 
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Figure 4. The Dynamic Strat~ic Vortex 
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The relationship between Golda Meir and Moshe Dayan 
before the Yom Kippur War is a case in point. Meir was the first 
Israeli Prime Minister without military e,,cperience. Dayan was 
larger than life, the hero of  the 1948, 1956, and 1967 wars. 
Consequently, Meir delegated all securiw matters to Dayan's 
purview. For his part, by 1973 Moshe Dayan was no longer the 
bold master strategist, he was less aggressive, morc bureaucratic. 
Effectively, nobody was "minding the store," yet each assumed 
the other was. The graald strategist became disconnected from 
her military strategist, who in turn was disconnected from the 
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General Staff. Worse, Dayan filtered out strategic signals from 
the military, making the strategic surprise all but inevitable. 4 A 
less subtle example occurred during the Korean War, when 
General MacArthur deliberately disconnected himself from the 
grand strategist to pursue his own notion of victory. 

A short conversation between a theater CINC ,and the 
Secret,try of Defense may contain more strategically relevant 
information than a CD-ROM full of imagery. Strategic vectors 
are about ideas and perceptions--raw intelligence, media reports, 
and other forms of electronic data transmit information rather 
than strategic implications. This is an important distinction, 
especially for the military operations other than war that the 
United States is undertaking. In these scenarios, we have clear 
information superiority in the field. However, we fail to 
recognize the ,associated limitations and vulnerabilities. While 
our opponents are unable to challenge our information 
dominance, they have developed a highly sophisticated 
understanding of the difference bem,een information and 
strategic message. They have become masters at inserting SAS 
into our cycle, primarily through the media. For instance, during 
the Bosnian war, CNN broadcasts described the horrors of 
shelling in downtown Sarajevo but showed footage of shells 
falling on a different city--the video of the actual event was 
deemed insufficiently horrible to match the script. 5 The lesson 
was not lost on the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), whose 
information operations portray Kosovars as victims of Serb- 
sponsored "genocide" and "ethnic cleansing," buzz words that 
had proven so effective throughout what was Yugoslavia. 

Much has been made of the so-called "CNN effect" on the 
outcome of strategy and national policy. Whether or not the 
media actually drive policy, they certainly accelerate the 
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process--requiring leaders to comment on strategies, expected 
outcomes and, if the reporter presses the point, proposed 
modifications. 

The impact of this acceleration becomes clear in two ways. 
First, the net effect of speeding up the decision cycle is to shrink the 
strategic field. Consequently, strategic choices derive from a 
curtailed range of strategic options. Next, the instantaneous 
information link that the media proxdde stresses the network of 
internal vectors required to keep the strategic vortex 
synchronized. When a crisis occurs, strategic linkage is often 
neglected; instead, reactive policies are formed, before the 
strategic context is fully understood but just in time for the press 
filing deadline. The extraordinarily agile strategic antisignal jams 
the internal strategic signal. Far from achieving dominance, we 
become outmaneuvered in the strategic realm. 

T o r n a d o  W a t c h !  
The strategic pressures so far described originate primarily as a 
result of the opponent's superior strategic instincts. A more 
extreme external pressure could arise from the widespread 
availabilit T of multiple asymanetric "means." Some 
eventualities---or actual events--are so overwhelming that they 
transform directly to the strategic realm. The development of 
nuclear missiles was such an event. This capability, provided the 
means to strike at a nation's heart with unimaginable horror. 
The strategic implications of these weapons were obvious to the 
whole world, regardless of what their perceptual prism looked 
like. As a consequence, in the 53 years since their first 
emplo}mnent, nuclear weapons have yet to be used again by 
anyone, in spite of a wide range of countries and cultures 
possessing them. 
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Now, in addition to nuclear weapons, chemical, biological, 
,and informational weapons allow a small group of actors, state or 
nonstate, to intervene deep into the borders, indccd the psyche, 
of  another nation with devastating strategic implications. In the 
Era of  Intervention, new weapons of  mass destruction (or 
disruption), thicken the "fog of  war" not only on the battlefield, 
but more significantly in the strategic realm. Clausewivzian fog 
will envelop the strategic realm. 

Clausewirz states that the "supreme, most far-reaching act of  
judgment that the statesman anand the commander have to make is 
to establish . . . the kind of  war on which they arc cmbarking, 
neither mistaking it for, nor trying to turn it into, something 
alien to its nature. "6 Now a single event, the use of  a biological 
weapon against a deployed United Stares peacekeeping force, for 
instance, introduces so much external pressure (strategic 
antisignal) that the strategic vortex collapse,% becoming a 
tornado. Like its meteorological counterpart, this tornado rips 
the strategic realm apart, and the strategist's prism is shattered. 
The employment of  highly destructive and deeply intervening 
weapons seems to make the "supreme act of  judgment" 
impossible. Is theow, then, doomed to irrelevance in the fhce of  
the strategic tornado? 

Clausewirz provides the answer to the challenge. The "force" 
that slows down the strategic cycle and helps retain a coherent 
strategic picture is the will of the strategist, supported by theory 
and, to the fullest extent possible, sharpened by experience. The 
language evokes images of Clausewirz. himself squinting towards 
the horizons of  the strategic realm: 

On the one hand, military operations appear exq:remcly simple. 
• . .  At the same time we see how many factors are involved and 
have to be weighext agairtst o,m another; the vast ahnost infinite 
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distance there can be between a cause and its effect, and the 
countless ways in which  these elements can be combined .  The  
fimction of  theory is to put  this all in systematic order,  clearly 
and comprehensively,  and to trace each action to an adequate, 
compelling cause . . . .  W h e n  "all is said and done,  it is really the 
commander ' s  coup d'oeil, his ability to see things simply, to 
identify the whole business o f  war completely wi th  himself, that  
is the essence o f  good  generalship. Only if the m i n d  works in 
this comprehensive fashion can it achieve the f reedom it needs 
to dominate  events and not  be domina ted  by them. 7 

This strategic coup d'oeil alone allows the exercise of  will 
unconstrained by doubt. Theory must be mastered and then 
honed through practice, so that as the tornado rages, the 
strategist has the presence of  mind required to exercise his will, 
despite the chaos inherent in the strategic realm. The strategist 
must  explore the strategic terrain using theory, history, 
experience, and realistic scenario-driven exercises, so that he can 
anticipate the stumbling blocks when the fog closes in. I f  he 
neglecxs these duties, the tornado will sweep him away. He will 
not  be in Kansas anymore. 

The Soldier is the Statesman 
American sailors are often reminded as they go ashore for liberty 
to remember that they are ambassadors for the United States; 
indeed, all military personnel deployed overseas are told the same 
thing. In an era where the borders between soldiering and 
statecraft have been blurred, this is truer than ever. Now, a 
liberty incident can have immediate ramifications on America's 
position in a foreign country, ramifications that may require the 
theater CINC, Secretary of  Defense, or even the President to 
respond. It is thus more important than ever for the military 
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cotru'n,'mder to understand the vulncrabilitics that have arisen in 
the Era of  Intervention, for he is most x~llncrable to becoming 
strategically misaligncd or caught up in a strategic tornado. 

Deployed in the field, f'u" from the decision cycle in 
W~hhlgton,  DC, the commander is ,'flways challenged to stay in 
the loop. This challenge becomes more formidable as events 
move faster in his theater, whcre the indigenous infrastructure 
cannot begin to support  the requirements to stay strategically 
connected. Ial these cases, increasingly t3T~ical of  the missions 
assiD-md to U.S. forces, the commander must ex~end significant 
energy to establish and maintain the internal strategic vectors 
required to keep synchronized. As the commander becomes 
more remotely deployed, and "hlterest lcvel" fi)r his mission fades 
among poll W makers, there is a D'owing x~lnerability that he will 
end up "on his own" at the end of  a very long and tenuous 
strategic vector. 

Furthcr~ the commander is also vulnerable to misalignment 
because hc does not operate exclusively on the same time scale ~s 
the rest of  the vortex. While most of  the vortex opcrates in the 
arena of  meetings, phone calls, and teleconferences, the 
commandcr  still must  keep one foot in the arena of  troops ,and 
tanks over ground, ships over sea, and aircr,'u"t through the air. 
It is the commander's responsibility to ensure that his forces, 
opcrating in thc "milcs per hour" dimension, stay synchronized 
with the stratcgic efforts happening in the "56K baud" ether. 
When the military gets disconnected from the message, the 
military commander becomes misaligned within the strategic 
vortex. Only the most accomplished strategic conductor can 
bring this disjointed orchestra together and make music. 

Mis,-flignment could also arise from the veo, nature of  military 
strateg,),. Because it has less momentum, political strateg T is 
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generally more agile than military strategy. The military is 
historically slow to respond to major political shifts. The armies 
that confronted Napoleon were slow to react to his new concept 
of  national war and were consequently soundly defeated until 
they adapted to the ferocity of  this type of  combat. In the 
Korean and Viemam Wars, U.S. national strateg T looked for 
"limited" solutions. The military, forged in the fire of  total war 
and decisive victor T in World War I1, struggled to conform to the 
new political strategy. As nuclear strategy manlred, it w,'ts 
civilian, not military, leaders who developed the new concepts that 
would govern nuclear deterrence. 

The sort of  events that exert extreme pressure on the strategic 
vortex, whipping it into a tornado, are those that are so tactically 
and operationally powerful that they transform directly into the 
strategic realm--because they are so devastating in the 
operational arena, they can potentially shatter the strategist's 
prism. These events have a higher probability of  occurring in the 
area of  responsibility of  the military comm,'mder--his troops are 
a choice target for actors wishing to strike out at the United 
States. 

Should one of  these events occur, strategists will be 
struggling to maintain their equilibrium within the vortex. More 
acutely, the military commander,  especially at the CINC level, 
must  also strive to see through and transcend the tactical, 
operational, and strategic fog and friction caused by the event 
that occurred in his area of  responsibility. Strategic collapse, and 
the resulting tornado, will most likely occur at this point of  
greatest pressure, at the theater commander level. Figure 5 
depicts the commander's vortex, showing the two domains that 
the cormnander must keep synchronized: one purely conceptual 
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and the other physical. The arrows show the theater CINC at the 
focal point of  strategic and desynchronizing pressure. 

Figure 5. The Military Comnu~nder's Vortex 
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Military commanders are more susceptible to strategic anti- 
signal. This arises from two sources: internal and external to the 
command. Internally, the commander works hard to develop a 
climate that sets the rules governing the conduct of-a l l  
subordinates. To the degree that the team adopts the 
commander 's  approach, they will be supporting the command. 
Unfortunately, they will also be "seeing" through the same 
strategic prism as the commander,  which, as a stand-alone filter, 
creates command xnalnerabilities that can be exploited. To say it 
another way, in addition to all the inherent difficulties of  trying 
to transcend one's own perceptual prism, the military commander 
must also fight the "pride of ownership"--for  he built that prism 
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and made it his command policy. To get around this 
vulnerability, the commander must strive to foster a team that 
"sees around" his prism, while maintaining command discipline. 
A different perspective is difficult to recognize in real time. It 
most often appears as a "troublemaker" who does not seem to 
"get it." Those officers who challenge the command climate tax 
the patience and energy of  the commander who is already under 
tremendous burden, particularly in times of  strategic pressure, 
when ~tJe new perspective is most needed. Nevertheless, freedom to 
challenge strategic assumptions is a necessary step to seeing more 
of  the strategic realm. It trains and strengthens everyone's 
strategic coup d'oeil. 

Concurrently, any deployed unit is highly vulnerable to 
enemy-induced strategic antisignals from the media, local 
information operations, cultural differences, and mixed messages 
from the local population, be they allied or hostile. The unit  in 
the field is a sponge for misinformation, which transforms into 
SAS, thus adding a rarely recognized vulnerabilit T. 

A Box  With  N o  Sides 

Clay is n~lded to j~,~n a vessel, 
But it is on its non-being that the usefulness of the utensil depends. 
Door and windows are cut to make a room, 
But it is on its non-being that the utility of the room depends. 

Lao Tzu 

The "Era of Intervention" is a catch phrase. It is proposed to 
describe the nature ofgeostrategy as the world emerges from the 
i W waters of  the Cold War. This nature will be characterized by 
the dissolution of  traditional boundaries. We are already seeing 
national borders become more and more porous to migration, 
information, capital, and even military presence. While the 
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nation-state is still the primary actor today, nonstate actors, 
legitimate and otherwise, are gaining political ground. These 
actors have at their disposal unconventional methods that can rip 
the civic fabric of  a nation apart. 

The loss of  homelmld sanctuary has been translated to the 
strategic realm. Traditional approaches to strate~, are less 
relevant when applied to problems that arise from "free-floating 
actors," unconstrained by traditional, Westphalian military or 
diplomatic protocols. Like the world of  nations, the strategic 
realm has become chaotic. Consequently, the strategic process 
itself has become a seamless fusion of  all elements of  national 
power.  Old distinctions among diplomatic, military, and 
economic powcr arc gone; all strateg T has been subsumed into 
the strategic vortex. If  the strategist fails to recognize and 
account for this new dimension, the vortex will become 
disconnected, and the component  strategic cycles misaligned. 
The result is poorly execumd, confused policy that may shatter 
strategic focus altogether in the face of  a massive intervention. 

Far from giving in to the anarchy, the strategist must strive 
ever harder to see structure in the chaos. No longer limited to 
the battlefield, coup d'oeil must be culnvated at all strategic levels. 
More  than ever, the strategist will have the opportunity to 
demonstrate  genius, the chance, nay necessity, to exert his will 
unconstrained by doubt. In an era defined by dissolving 
boundaries, any emerging structure will hinge on the perception 
of  the strategist. Recognizing this fact is critical to overcoming 
this vulnerabilit T. The alternative is to be strategically outflanked 
in the strategic realm. 

Students of  strategy are often encouraged to "think out of  the 
box," to find creative solutions to problems. But one cannot 
"think out  of  the box" if the box has no boundaries, no sides. 
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Therefore, one must  first imposc his will and const ruct  a box. A 
structure must  be developed in order to form a strategy. But  like 

the  clay vessel, it is on  its n o n b e i n g  that  the usefulness o f  a 

f ramework  ul t imately depends.  
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1. "Stwprise, Deception, Warning and War," lecture by Dr. Ilana 
Kass, National War College, March 17, 1998. 

2. This process of transfornfing iafformation has a matimmatical 
equivalent in tile Fourier Transfoml, which allows a person to l(x~k and 
analyze a time-vatTing signal (like a radio wave) in terms of its spectral, 
or frequency, composition. Bv transl%rnfing tile thne-varying signal 
into "frequency-space," it allows the analyst to use a wide varicty of 
techniques not available in the temporal domain. For this discussion, 
we will think in terms of"traalsforming" raw informational reports into 
their strategic components which operate on the strategic reahn. 

3. Ewen Montagu, TheMan  Who N~,er I47as (Philadelphia, PA • 
Lippincott, 1954). This true sto~; gives a fascinating accolmt of  the 
creation of a strategic antisignal. Thi'oughout this lxx3k, the prhnary 
goal fixed in tile minds of the British deception team was how the 
details of their plan wotfld cffect the staategic cycle of  their enemy, the 
German General St.aft. All their efforts wcrc aimed at shritfldng the 
strategic space wiflfin this cycle. 

4. A peripheral but contributing fimtor was Meir's physical absence 
from Israel in the days just before the attack. She had gone to Attstria 
to negotiate a settlement regarding an attack on Jewish refugees fiom 
the Soviet Union and the subsequent closure of a refugee camp hi 
Schonau. The physical separation oifly served to enhance the strategic 
disconnect that already existed as the crisis approached. 

5. Visitor from the IREX Institute, conversation with author at 
study seminar, National War College, March 23, 1998. 

6. Carl von Clausewitz, On War, cd. and traals. Michael Howard 
and Peter Paret (Prhlceton, N J: Prhlceton University Press, 1984), 88. 

7. Ibid., 578. 
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The 17 th Annual 
Chairman of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Strategy Essay Competition 

The National Defense Universit3, (NDU) has conducted the 
Ch,'firman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Stratcgy Essay Competition 
since 1982. Through this competition students at professional 
military education institutions are challenged to write original 
essays about significant ~pecrs of national securi~, strategy,. The 
competition rewar& the best contributions with prizes presented 
through the generosi~ of the NDU Foundation together with 
the opportunity for subsequent publication by NDU Press. 

Essays by students enrolled in either senior or intermediate 
service colleges as well as in the constituent colleges of NDU (the 
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National War College, 
and Armed Forces Staff College) are eligible. Essays must be the 
author's own work and be completed during the academic year. 
Intermediate college entries are submitted through the respective 
senior college and count as part of that college's quota. 

Competitors may write on any dimension of national securit T 
strategy--the political, economic, industrial, psychological, and 
military instruments of national power as used in war and peace 
to achieve strategic objectives. Essays with a joint emphasis, 
including historical contributions, are encouraged. 

Senior colleges--working in conjunction with intermediate- 
level colleges--select no more than eight essays (including the 
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intermediate college entries) for final competition. On May 21 
and 22, 1998, NDU convened a panel of judges in Washington, 
DC, to evaluate the entries. The 1998 judges were: 

Colonel J. Lee Blank, USAF, National War College 

Colonel Robcrt Bonn, USAF, Air War College 

Charles C. Chadbourne m,  Naval War College 

B.F. Cooling, Industrial College of the Armed Forces 

Dan Fivz-Simons, Marine Corps Conunand and Staff College 

Joseph E. Goldberg, Industrial College of the Armed Forces 

Captain Chester E. Hehns, USN, Naval War College 

Colonel John J. Madigan III, USA (Ret.), 

U.S. Arm): War College 

James Mowbray, Air War College 

Patricia S. Pond, U.S. Army War College 

Joe Strange, Marine Corps War College 

John Treacy, National War College 

On June 5, 1998, General Henry H. Shelton, USA, Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, presented the awards to the five 
winners of the competition whose essays appear in this volume. 

The 1998 competition was administered by Robert A. Silano, 
Director of Publications in the Institute for National Strategic 
Studies at NDU, with the assistance of George Maerz, Mary 
Sommerx~ille, Jonathan Pierce, and Myrna Myers of NDU Press. 
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Presenting the winners of the 
17 th annual essay competition: 

S.M. Fenstermacher 
"Does the 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 

Adequately Address Third Wave Logistics?" 

Jay Lee Hatton 
"We Deceive Ourselves: The Role of Preconception 

in Operational Deception" 

Edward J. Felker 
"Airpower, Chaos, and Infrastructure: 

Lords of the Rings" 

Bruce D. Grant 
"U.S. Military Expertise for Sale: Private Military 

Consultants as a Tool of Foreign Policy" 

John Richardson 
"Strategic Thinking in an Era of Intervention" 
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